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Advanced technologies for airborne systems (autcinatic flight control, 
flight displays, navigation) and for ground A!K systems (digital 
comnunications, improved surveillance and tracking, autcinated decisionrnaking) 
create the possibility of advanced A!K operations and procedures which can 
bring increased capacity for runway systems. A systematic analysis is carried 
out in this report to identify certain such advanced ATC operations, and then 
to evaluate the potential benefits accruing over time at typical US high- 
density airports (Denver and Boston). The study is divided into three parts: 
Part 1, "A Critical Examination of Factors which Determine Operational 
Capacity of -way Systems at Major Airports", is an intensive review of 
current US separation criteria and terminal area A!E operations. 
identifies 11 new methods to increase the capacity of landings and takeoffs 
for runway systemsr Part 2 - "Developnent of R i s k  Based Separation Criteria", 
is the developnent of a rational structure for establishing reduced ATC 
separation criteria which meet a consistent Target Level of Safety u s h g  
advanced technology and operational procedures; Part 3 - "Estimation of 
Capacity Benefits from Advanced Terminal Area Operations - Denver and Boston", 
provides an estimate of the overall annual improvement in runway capacity 
which might be expected at Denver and Boston from using some of the advanced 
ATC procedures developed in Part 1. Whereas Boston achieved a substantial 37% 
increase, Denver only achieved a 4.7% increase in its overall annual capacity. 
It 
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PAR!C 1. A CRITICAL MAMINATION OF FACIORS WHIQI DETERMINE OPERATIONAL 
CAPACITY OF RUJ9iW SYSTW AT M O R  AIRpoIiTs 
1.1 Description of Takeoff and Landing Cpe rations of Transport Aircraft 
In this section we w i l l  briefly describe current and future operations 
of aircraft in the takeoff, landing, and approach phases of f l igh t .  
purpose is to understand the operational factors which constrain the 
introduction of improved ATC procedures. 
Our 
1.1.1 Takeoff 
A critical decision speed exists for every transport aircraft takeoff 
which depends on weight, temperature, airport altitude, and wind carrponent 
along the runway direction. A t  the decision speed, the pilot makes a 
cmitment t o  takeoff, or t o  abort. 
nosewheel l i f t  off, they have a cmitment that the aircraft w i l l  leave the 
runway even if  an engine failure (or other problem) occurs. 
l if toff ,  the l i f t  on the wings is very  mall, so that the wake vortex is only 
generated after that point on the runway. This point is roughly 30 seconds 
after start  of roll,  v1 (decision speed) is roughly 140 k t s ,  and the distance 
from start  of roll is roughly 3500 feet. 
Thus, once the tower controllers see the 
Before nosedeel 
The aircraft w i l l  accelerate to an initial clinb speed and w i l l  complete 
raising its wheels and w i n g  flaps before 400 feet above the airport elevation. 
A t  that point the crew w i l l  usually engage the autopilot, and is prepared t o  
perform an init ial  turn from the runway direction under radar vectors from the 
departure controller, or as prescribed by a S I D  (Standard Instrument 
Departure) procedure. A SID prescribes a three-dimensional route from the 
runway to  same departure f i x  point, which can be flown by a l l  aircraft 
regardless of their weight, c l h b  performance, or windspeed and direction. 
There may be noise-preferential S I D ' s  where the aircraft is meuvered to  
avoid noise-sensitive population areas around the airport. In  the future, 
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more complex SID's could be flown by a i r c ra f t  w i t h  advanced AFCS (Autamatic 
Flight Control Systems) t o  provide lateral and ver t ical  separation between 
departing a i rc raf t ,  and even time-longitudinal separations provided by a 4-D 
SID . 
Normally, a l l  jet transport aircraft w i l l  use the f u l l  length of 
available runway. Smaller turboprop or piston aircraft may be directed t o  any 
suitable runway entry point t o  begin the i r  takeoff, since they may not require 
the fu l l  length of longer runways. These are called "intersection" takeoffs. 
Care must be taken t o  ensure that such mid-runway takeoffs do not encounter 
the wake vortex of a preceding a i rc raf t .  Small a i rc raf t  may be vectored away 
from the runway direction a t  roughly 200 feet  a l t i tude before reaching the end 
of the runway. 
1.1.2 F i n a l  Approach and Landing 
Depending on weight, runway elevation, and temperature, the crew of each 
transport aircraft w i l l  conpute an approach airspeed and a landing distance. 
There my be a correction for wind gustiness, and the p i lo t  may elect t o  f l y  
5-10 knots above the speed i f  there is an excess of available landing-runway 
distance. The AFCS may be set t o  control the selected approach airspeed. 
Normally, there is a headwind in the landing direction, so tha t  the 
groundspeed is less than t h i s  indicated approach airspeed. 
ground ATC system may wish t o  know the planned approach airspeed for each 
aircraft. Today only the p i lo t s  know the values of planned approach speed, 
and they are not asked t o  transmit this information t o  ATC. 
In the fu tu re ,  the 
After descending through 1000 feet above ground, the earth's boundary 
layer w i l l  cause a diminution of the windspeed so that  the a i r c ra f t ' s  
groundspeed may increase over the last three miles of the approach. On the  
other hand, the p i lo t  may reduce h i s  f i n a l  approach speed in this region also,  
since he has made no cmi tment  t o  maintain speed. The approach glide path is 
normally between 2.5O-3' for the current ILS (Instrument Landing System) and 
there are visual-approach slope indicators ( W I )  set a t  the same angle. The 
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glide path crosses the runway threshold a t  50 feet, and the touchdown point is 
roughly 1100 feet from the threshold. Upon touchdown, the wake vortex ceases. 
Aircraft can f l y  a t  steeper angles up t o  5' under visual conditions or 
with advanced AFCS without diff icul ty ,  particularly i f  they have slower 
approach speeds. The 3' slope corresponds roughly t o  a 1/20 gradient so tha t  
if  the approach ground speed is 120 knots, the ver t ical  speed is 6 knots, or 
10 fps, or 600 f p .  This vertical  speed is k e p t  a t  such low values t o  give 
p i lo t s  t h e  t o  see the ground, amroach l igh ts ,  and runway in times of poor 
v is ib i l i ty .  With the fu tu re  MIS (Microwave Landing System) , it is possible t o  
consider a two-segment approach w i t h  a steeper angle of 6' t o  an a l t i tude  of 
600 feet (about 2 n. miles, and 60 seconds from touchdown) , which then 
transit ions t o  a shallower 3' slope. There are wake vortex implications of 
such an approach procedure. 
Upon sighting the runway, the pi lots  normally switch off the  AFCS system 
In good weather they may "duck under" the t o  conduct the flare and touchdown. 
glide slope t o  touchdown close t o  the nminal touchdown point, but the flare 
and subsequent f loa t  w i l l  normally carry the plane past the naminal touchdown 
point into the next 1000 feet of runway, depending on their actual airspeed 
and their control over thrust  or power. After touchdown. spoilers w i l l  
rapidly dump wing l i f t ,  and braking and thrust reversal can be ini t ia ted.  The 
p i lo ts  have discretionary control over the deceleration they desire on a 
normal dry surface, but may be cautious w i t h  w e t  or icy surfaces. Given 
visual location of oncming runway exits, they may control the braking action 
t o  "make" the e x i t ,  particularly if it saves distance in taxiing t o  the gate. 
A t  night (or in  poor v is ib i l i ty )  it is difficult  t o  see these exi ts ,  and the 
braking may occur t o  reduce t o  taxiing speed on the runway, whence a visual 
search c m n c e s  for the next e x i t .  Thus, we can expect longer runway- 
landing-occupancy times a t  night or in poor v i s ib i l i t y  conditions. There are 
green e x i t  centerline guidance l ights  idxdded in the runway leading into each 
ex i t  a t  some airports today, and improved exit-guidance systems can be 
conceived for future operations under poor v i s ib i l i t y  conditions i f  it proves 
beneficial . 
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Using current ILS approach procedures, there is an OM (outer marker) 
roughly 5 n. miles from touchdown (1500 feet above runway elevation) where the 
glide path ccmnences. 
onto the centerline a t  least 2 n. miles beyond this OM a t  intercept angles of 
20-30' so that the AFCS or pilot can acquire and establish tracking. 
controlled vertically t o  be a t  the 1500-feet altitude (or equivalent) before 
or during this intercept maneuver, so that they can then approach the outer 
marker from below the glide path and already established on the centerline. A 
visual and aural signal warns the pilot on reaching the outer marker, and they 
prepare to  acquire and track the glide path. 
To initiate the final approach, aircraft are vectored 
They are 
The glide-path indicator also displays the descent of the glide path 
towards the aircraft, and they may also have RNAV (area navigation) or DME 
(distance measuring equipent) indications t o  show the longitudinal distance 
to  outer marker and threshold. A l l  aircraft are constrained to  follow this 
final-approach initiation procedure a t  major airports when ILS approaches are 
in  operation. 
varying amounts of time on the final glide path. 
smaller aircraft may forego the f u l l  ILS approach i n  order to shorten the time 
t o  landing. 
Since aircraft have different approach speeds, they spend 
In good visibility, some 
W i t h  a future MLS, there is no need to  have an outer marker, and there 
could be alternate lateral "centerlines" to the runway, and alternate vertical 
glide paths. 
operations, and for many years there w i l l  be dual ILS/MLS installations and a 
m i x  of aircraft using ILS or MIS equipment on the same runway. Approach 
procedures must be created to  accorrPnodate mixed ILS/MLs operations, and 
approach operations which use RNAV and advanced AFCS. We can conceive of 
multiple lateral-segment approach procedures t o  be flown by certain aircraft 
w i t h  advanced AFCS during approach t o  the runway. 
Unfortunately, there is a need to transition from ILS 
The wake vortices of preceding aircraft are a safety problem throughout 
the approach procedure. Small aircraft must avoid descending through the wake 
vortex of heavier aircraft beyond the outer marker, and must avoid getting 
below the glide path of the previous aircraft on final approach. The critical 
time is a t  touchdown where the wake vortex should have dissipated before the 
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small aircraft arrives. 
separation from the wake vortex a t  earlier stages in the approach t o  increase 
landing capacity. W w i l l  discuss this later. 
It may be efficient t o  ensure lateral or vertical 
A l l  instrument approach procedures are predicated on the a s s q t i o n  that 
they w i l l  continue into a Missed-Approach Procedure i f  the pilot elects to  
abort. While not a comnon occurrence, the traffic procedures must allow for 
such a possibility for every aircraft. 
initiate a clinb, clean up the gear and flaps, and begin to  follow a three- 
dimensional path towards an established missed-approach f i x  point. 
conditions, the controller may vector the missed-approach aircraft away from 
other traffic. or instead, vector the other traffic, and/or call for pilot 
responsibility in maintaining separation. In nonvisual conditions with radar 
coverage, more caution by the controller is necessary in requesting early 
vectors for aircraft close t o  the ground, since it is a busy time for the 
crews in  transitioning the aircraft configuration and establishing new f l igh t  
paths. The ab i l i t y  to fly complex 3-D paths on missed approach using advanced 
AM=s allows mre-camplex traffic procedures when such equipnent exists in the 
The pilot w i l l  apply full  power, 
I n  visual 
mix of aircraft. 
Note that the pilot may elect a t  his  discretion to  execute a m i s s e d  
approach from any point early i n  the approach. The controller must be 
prepared to  accorranodate the pilot. This initiation of m i s s e d  approach could 
also occur very late from a point jus t  before touchdown, so that we cannot be 
assured of "holding short" or not crossing a second operational runway u n t i l  
after touchdown. Knowledge of actual touchdown is obtained visually by the 
tower controller and is not normally known under poor visibility conditions. 
Procedures which require "hold short" landings fran pilots normally are 
available only with dry runway surfaces and good vis ibi l i ty .  
1 .1 .3  Init ial  Approach 
A t  many busy airports there may be a specified set of STAR'S (Standard 
Terminal Arrival Route) which lead aircraft fran a holding f i x  t o  the outer 
marker. These are complex 3-D routings which make use of existing 
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navigational aids. Aircraft with advanced AFCS capabilities may fly these 
STAR'S automatically and this capability may allow a mix of more corplex 3-D 
and 4-D STAR'S to be specified in the future. 
It is possible to consider metering the initiation of STAR'S by 
controlling the departure from holding patterns, and/or modifying the STAR to 
modify the arrival times at the outer marker. When the final approach to the 
runway is initiated around the ILS outer marker, the actual arrival time at 
the runway is pre-detennined (since it is not advisable to consider requesting 
further modifications of the final approach speeds from the ground, although 
pilots on their own initiative will do this today in good weather to maintain 
spacing between landings - they are responsible as to how much speed change is 
safe) given flap settings and aircraft weight. 
1 .2  Runway Occupancy - Current Separation Rules and Aircraft Performance 
In this section we are interested in discussing the current separation 
criteria for runway operations in WC (visual meteorological conditions) as 
specified in the controller's handbook 
7110.65D, 1984) ,  and various factors which determine the runway occupancy 
performance of aircraft. While runway occupancy is not currently a critical 
factor in determining runway capacity, it could be a critical factor with 
future *roved terminal-area control systems. 
(Air Traffic Control, FAA Document 
1 . 2 . 1  Current Runway Separation Criteria 
Tne controller's handbook currently categorizes aircraft for runway 
separation criteria as follows: 
with ILS categories) 
(We renamed them, A,B,C to avoid confusion 
Category A - Single-Engine Propeller Aircraft < 12,500 lbs. 
Category B - Twin-Engine Propeller Aircraft < 12,500 lbs. 
Category C - High-Performance/Heavy/Turbojet, and all others 
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This categorization is kept sinple to avoid undue burden on the mental 
workload of tower controllers. By simply knowing which single- and twin- 
engine aircraft are under 12,500 Ibs. they currently apply reduced separation 
criteria from those applied to all other aircraft in VMC conditions. 
results in very sinple and conservative relaxations of separation criteria. 
These rules can be made more complex in t h e  future if the controller is given 
inproved, intelligent display systems. 
then be based on a more-rational application of collision risk analysis. A 
more complex categorization scheme would be based on better knowledge of 
aircraft performance capabilities. 
This 
The inproved separation criteria could 
1.2.2 Current Separation Criteria - Same Runway, Takeoffs, VMC 
Section 3-106 of the controller's handbook requires the following 
distance (measured in feet) between successive takeoffs: 
First Takeoff Aircraft 
Second Takeoff Aircraft 
Cat. A Cat. B Cat. C 
Cat. A 3000 4500 6000 
Cat. B 3000 4500 6000 
Cat. c 6000 6000 6000 
Cat. C Heavy 2 mins. 2 mins. 2 mins. 
Of course, if the first aircraft "clears" the runway by passing over the 
end or turning off to the side, then the second aircraft can be cleared for 
takeoff. 
distance, or just when the aircraft clears the runway. Note that this rule 
apparently sanctions the release of a jet-transport takeoff when a previous 
single-engine aircraft is 6000 feet (or 1 n. mile) from the takeoff threshold 
and a few hundred feet in the air. Since they would pass each other roughly 
90 seconds later, it obviously presumes the controller will vector the first 
or second aircraft off the centerline before this occurs. 
Obviously, it is the tower controller's judgement to determine 
Section 3-108 sets criteria for "intersection" takeoffs by Cat. A or 
Cat. B aircraft, i.e. takeoffs frm an entry to the runway other than the 
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threshold. For wake-vortex reasons, these aircraft cannot take off behind any 
Cat. C aircraft for 3 minutes i f  they use such an entry. However, if the 
pilots waive this protection they can be released. 
to  indicate that l iab i l i ty  and not safety is the issue! - the controllers 
cannot suggest this waiver t o  the pilot. 1 
(This last proviso seems 
Section 3-106 also covers the case where the preceding aircraft 
performed a landing. 
clear of the runway before the second takeoff aircraft can be released. This 
applies to  a l l  categories of aircraft. 
In this case, the landing aircraft must be completely 
1.2.3 Current Separation Criteria - Same Runway, Landings, VMC 
Section 3-122 specifies the following distances (measured in feet) 
between successive landings on the same runway: 
First Landing 
Aircraft 
Second Landing Aircraft 
Cat. A Cat.  B C a t .  C 
Cat. A 3000 4500 CLEAR 
Cat. B 3000 4500 CLEAR 
Cat. c CLEAR CLEAR CLEAR 
Note that we can have two or more Category A or Category B aircraft 
simultaneously on a long runway if  they are landings. 
is a takeoff, the separation criteria below apply: 
If the f i r s t  aircraft 
First Takeoff 
Aircraft 
Second Landing Aircraft 
Cat. A Cat. B Cat.  C 
Cat.  A 3000 4500 6000 
Cat. B 3000 4500 6000 
Cat.  C 6000 6000 6000 
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Note here tha t  we can have two Category C aircraft s h l t a n e o u s l y  on the 
runway. i f  the takeoff is a t  least 6000 feet from the threshold, and VMC 
exists.  Currently, there is no wake-vortex separation for these Vm= 
operations, except h e n  the landing threshold is displaced (See Section 3- 
106g). 
1.2.4 Current Separation Criteria - Intersecting Runways, VMC 
Sections 3-108, 3-123, describe separation criteria for operations on 
two intersecting runways. Essentially, they state that  once an operation on 
the other runway is clear (or anticipated to be clear!) of the second runway, 
the operation on the second runway can proceed. A landing must cross the 
second runway or "hold short" t o  avoid crossing it. A takeoff must cross the 
second runway or turn t o  avoid crossing it. In a l l  cases, the controller is 
allowed t o  anticipate the clearing action of the f i rs t  a i rc raf t .  Note t h i s  is 
allowed only in WC. A landing which would f l y  through the airborne path of a 
departing heavy a i rc raf t  on the crossing runway must be separated by 2 minutes 
(Section 3 - 1 2 3 ~ ) .  
1.2.5 Expected Landinq Occupancy Time-EWT 
"Landing Occupcy Time" is defined as the time from passing the  landing 
threshold t o  e x i t  from the runway. It depends on the following variables: 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8. 
Approach speed - (a i rcraf t  type, and weight) 
Wind conponent along runway (groundspeed) 
Location of runway exi t s  (distance from threshold) 
Angle of runway e x i t s  (speed a t  ex i t )  
Gate location (air l ine,  general aviation) 
Runway surface conditions (dry, w e t ,  icy) 
Visibil i ty (dayhight , e x i t  marking and guidance) 
Time t o  flare and ccunmence braking 
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Because of a l l  these variables, we cannot predict w i t h  certainty the 
landing-occupcy time for particular a i rcraf t /a i r l ine/pi lot ,  nor is it 
reasonable currently t o  a s k  the p i lo t  in advance t o  exit the runway at  a 
particular location. After touchdown and braking. the controller may request 
an expedited exi t ,  or a s k  if the p i lo t  can make the next e x i t  since the p i lo t  
can control the degree of braking within fairly-wide limits and can avoid 
taxiing a t  slow speed t o  the next e x i t .  Typical landing-occupancy times for 
jet transports have been measured between 20 and 100 seconds, in the absence 
of any pressures t o  vacate the runway. 
An average occupancy time for jet transports is approximately 1 minute, 
which would convert t o  a landing-capacity rate of 60 landings per hour ( i f  
there were not the more-critical constraints of f inal-approach spacing which 
w i l l  be discussed later). "he lower occupancy times occur when there is an 
angled intersecting runway a t  a location where arriving a i rc raf t  can gently 
tu rn  off the landing runway onto the second runway a t  high speed. and carry 
out the braking on the second runway. 
Many runways currently have "high-speed" e x i t s  which are angled off the 
runway direction. These exi t s  allow the a i rc raf t  t o  turn off a t  a speed of 
20-30 K t s .  
these exits. 
p i lo t  can brake, and turn gently t o  "drift-off" the landing runway into a side 
lane where further braking can occur. 
whenever runway rates approach the capacity rates set by occupancy time. 
In no case does the p i lo t  intend t o  do heavy braking while i n  
In the past a "dri f t -off"  runway has been suggested. Here the 
Such methods would become valuable 
It is d i f f icu l t  t o  predict what the actual landing-occupancy t i m e  w i l l  
be for a particular landing, although it is possible t o  compute a lower bound. 
By measuring groundspeed on approach from radar tracking and knowing e x i t  
location and braking conditions for the runway, the f i r s t  possible e x i t  m y  be 
conputed (or we may be able t o  compute the probability of making an e x i t  and 
of the corresponding occupancy time). 
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1.2.6 AModel for Comp uting Landing Occupancy Time 
measured groundspeed on f ina l  approach - K t s  
expected t ax i  speed on runway before ex i t  - K t s  
expected average deceleration rate - Ktslsec. 
f l a r e  distance = 1000 feet 
braking distance 
t ax i  distance 
ex i t  distance for ith ex i t  
time for f l a r e  
t i m e  for  braking 
ti = time for t ax i  t o  e x i t  i 
Conversion from K t s  t o  fps = 1016 
Model Relationships 
1000 6 600 = - - = -  Df t =  
v 10 v 10 V 
9a - 9a 9a 
6 
'ga -'ge t b =  a 
V 10 'ga + qe . tb V + w. tb . a = % =  1.2 
Dt - DEi - % - Df 
ti - - Dt - -  when D~ is posit ive 
V 10 
9e 
m = t f + % +  ti 
Example 
Vga = 120 K t s  Df = 1000 
Vge = 20 K t s  
a = 5 Kts/SS DEz =4500 
DE1 = 2500, 
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= 1000 feet Df 
- 6oo 5 seconds tf G= 
t, 
- 120-20 - 20 seconds 
5 
120+20 
u 
- . 20 . - lo = 2333 fee t  (It is not possible 
Db - 2 6 t o  make ex i t  1) 
Dt2 = 4500 - 2333 - 1000 = 1167 feet  
- 1167 6 - - =  7000 35 seconds 
200 t2 - - . - -  20 l o  
ELMT = 5 + 20 + 35 = 60 seconds 
I f  there is a lower bound on expected deceleration. EWT is a lower 
bound on occupancy time. 
which translates t o  a probability tha t  the aircraft w i l l  make the f i r s t  e x i t .  
It is possible t o  conceive of a future system where the controller would be 
advised of the likelihood of the e x i t  and therefore the occupancy time for 
each individual a i rc raf t .  
mere may be some expectation of higher values of a, 
1.2.1 Expec td Takeoff Occupancy Time-EXUC 
There are three corrponents of runway-occupancy time by takeoff a i rc raf t :  
a time t o  reach runway centerline from the holding position; a time t o  l i f t -  
off: and a time t o  f l y  over and clear the runway. 
The time t o  reach centerline depends on p i lo t  discretion and the 
distance from the holding point, but this corrponent is not critical since it 
w i l l  normally occur during the prior takeoff or landing ro l l .  It is only 
critical when releasing a takeoff from the holding position in  front of a 
landing aircraf t .  The controller usually reminds the p i lo t  in  t h i s  case by 
clearing the p i lo t  for an "irnnediate" takeoff, and may cancel the takeoff 
clearance and order the p i lo t  t o  vacate the runway i f  he dawdles. 
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The time t o  l i f t -o f f  depends on l i f t -off  airspeed and windspeed but 
varies over a very small range around 30 seconds a f te r  start of ro l l .  
another 15 seconds for c m i c a t i o n s  and delay in ini t ia t ing takeoff, the 
a i rc raf t  of Category A, B, C are then roughly 3000, 4500, and 6000 fee t  from 
the runway threshold: i.e. generally, as each a i rc raf t  l i f t s  off the runway, 
the following landing or takeoff may be cleared following the rules given in 
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. This rule of thmb is used operationally by tower 
controllers when there are no other separation constraints. The takeoff 
a i rc raf t  is now c d t t e d  t o  takeoff and w i l l  not remain on the runway. and it 
seems sensible tha t  the runway should be considered clear af te r  l i f t o f f  for 
unconstrained VMC operations although that is not precisely what the current 
ATC handbook states. 
Given 
Note tha t  if a takeoff can be released every 45 seconds, the hourly 
capacity of a VMC runway devoted solely t o  takeoffs would be 3600145 = 80 
takeoffs per hour. As w i l l  be seen, t h i s  would l ikely saturate the departure 
sector for IMC departures where there w i l l  be wake vortex or airborne 
separation requirements for aircraft following the same SID. 
Since there is such a small  variation in  l i f t o f f  times, it is not 
necessary t o  use any sophisticated techniques t o  estimate ElyJT for a single 
runway. 
intersecting takeoffs in operation, and we are interested in  the time t o  cross 
another runway during takeoff a t  a given weight and windspeed for a given type 
of aircraft. 
a i r c ra f t  of a given type on a crossing runway i n  front of a landing on 
another runway when we are tracking the landing speed and can e s t k t e  the 
time of a r r iva l  of the landing a i r c ra f t  a t  the  touchdown and tha t  crossing 
point. 
crossings, we can devise a display t o  assist h i s  anticipation, and thereby 
irrprove h i s  perf o m c e  . 
It may be reasonable t o  consider such a technique when there are 
In t h i s  case the controller might be advised about releasing an 
Since the current rules allow the controller t o  anticipate such 
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1.3. Final -roach *rations - @roach Capacity of a Runway 
Under current conditions, the determinant of landing capacity of a 
runway is the maximum flow rate of aircraft through the final approach 
process. In this section we will review the current US separation criteria 
for operating the final approach under both VMC and IMC, and discuss various 
factors which affect controller, pilot, and aircraft perfomce. 
approach process determines landing capacity, we will critically examine these 
factors in depth, searching for methods of improving future flow rates. 
Since this 
1.3.1 Current Separation Criteria on Final @roach - IMC 
Current separation criteria which govern the final-approach process 
under IMC are radar distances which depend upon the particular pair of 
aircraft. The US separation criteria classifies aircraft into three groups 
depending upon their certificated MGIylw (MaximUm Gross Takeoff Weight): 
(HI Heavy - M G M W  > 300,000 Ibs. 
(L) Large - 12,500 < MGIW < 300,000 Ibs. 
(SI Small - M G M W  < 12,500 lbs. 
Other countries currently use slightly-different classification schemes 
with 4 or 5 classes of aircraft, not necessarily based solely on aircraft 
weight. Given the above classification, the A!K Handbook 7110.65D, Section 5- 
72 states the following separation distances (in nautical miles) which should 
apply at all points in the approach process. (In practice today, they are not 
rigorously applied between the outer marker and touchdown - radar controllers 
supply separation at the merge, and usually hand the aircraft over to tower 
controllers around the Outer Marker). 
on the glide slope, the controllers will be looking to apply visual separation 
criteria as discussed later (see Sections 5-124 and 7-32). 
If VMC conditions exist at some point 
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Second Landing Aircraft 
(HI ( L) (S) 
First Landing (HI 4 5 6 
Aircraft (L) 3 3 4 
(SI 3 3 3 
"he separation required prior to wake-vortex considerations was 3 n. 
miles, and the above matrix shows the additional spacing t o  accomnodate wake 
vortex. 
apply these separations while working h i s  radar display. W i t h  improved 
automation and displays, this need not be the case, and more-efficient wake- 
vortex separations can be created. 
It has been kept simple so that the ATC final-approach controller can 
Notice that w i t h  f ixed  radar-distance separations, the landing interval 
depends on the speed of the second aircraft. Three nautical miles a t  120 K t s  
means 90 seconds, while a t  90 K t s  it means 120 seconds. In avoiding the wake 
vortices which dissipate after a given time, the t ime interval between 
aircraft is critical, and obviously these distance separations must be chosen 
t o  ensure safety for the fastest aircraft which can be foreseen i n  the traffic 
m i x .  It is not clear that the current separation criteria, based on aircraft 
weight, are cognizant of aircraft speed or the need t o  ensure a m i n i m u m  time 
interval between successive aircraft in the approach process, but it is clear 
that these separation criteria can be made more efficient. 
Let us  briefly review the wake-vortex problem. The wake-vortex strength 
depends directly on the actual weight of the aircraft and inversely with 
airspeed. 
strength. 
If we have a higher approach speed, it greatly reduces the vortex 
If we know the actual weight and planned approach airspeed, we can 
estimate vortex strength. 
aircraft passage and its motion relative to  the aircraft path is also known. 
Persistence depends upon meteorological conditions. Non-turbulent, calm, 
stable atmospheric conditions are necessary for it t o  persist beyond one 
minute. 
The persistence of the vortex i n  time after 
Current US approach-separation criteria assume calm, stable 
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atmospheric conditions always exist, and ignores the strength and time 
interval effects of airspeed. 
It is possible to create a much-more-complex statement of required 
separations on approach which provide both inproved safety and higher approach 
capacity. It would require simple modeling of the wake vortex, and display of 
desired separations to the controller for each individual pair of aircraft. 
Let us name this a "Vortex Separation Display" (VSD), and defer further 
discussion. The VSD has a wider application to approach, landing, takeoff, 
missed approach, and departure operations. 
1.3.2 Ope rations in the Final Approach Process 
As described in Section 1.1.2, in current ILS operations aircraft are 
vectored into a "merge area" beyond the outer marker, acquire the centerline 
at an initial-approach altitude, and then acquire the glide slope at the outer 
marker. In poor visibility pilots track the glide slope and runway centerline 
until the ground appears, when they may transition to visual guidance to the 
runway. The above radar-approach separations apply while flight is in non- 
visual, IMC (Instrument Meteorological Conditions). k&~en the flight comes in 
visual contact with the ground (the controller may request the pilot to report 
such occurrence), the controller may turn the responsibility for separation 
assurance over to the pilot. 
and clear the pilot to "maintain visual separation". 
He will ask if the prior aircraft can be seen, 
The controller can also clear the pilot for a "visual approach" to any 
runway at the airport after the flight comes in visual contact with the 
ground. 
widespread usage today since they increase approach capacity and reduce 
controller workload. As weather deteriorates in ceiling and visibility, the 
approach capacity at major US airports decreases. 
practices, final spacing controllers will be more venturesome in establishing 
initial merge spacings in marginal WIG weather, knowing that spacing errors 
under IMC can be corrected by the pilots at the end of the approach when 
visual conditions occur. 
These relaxations from strict IFR separation standards are in 
Given these operational 
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If radar separations are about to  be violated later in the approach 
after visual conditions have been reached, controllers w i l l  request p i lo t s  t o  
"maintain visual separation" from the prior aircraft. 
the ATC Handbook) . 
stream into a missed approach and returned t o  the merging area. 
p i lo t s  accept t h i s  responsibility quite readily, and in fact w i l l  continue t o  
close the separation t o  as much as 2 n. miles - well beyond the limits 
specified for safe vortex separation for the IFR t r a f f i c  controller. 
(See Section 7-31 of 
I f  they refuse, they w i l l  be pulled out of the landing 
Normally, 
"here are three offsetting considerations: first,  the vortex persistence 
is strongly correlated with calm, stable conditions which often occur in  poor 
v is ib i l i ty ,  so that in these instances the p i lo t s  do not have a wake vortex 
problem when cleared t o  maintain visual separation: second, the danger of 
upse t  depends strongly upon the reaction time for corrective action by p i lo t s ,  
and when visual conditions exist, p i lo t s  w i l l  perceive the upset earlier and 
can pull  out of the vortex before their aircraft  is seriously upset: third, in  
visual conditions, p i lo t s  a re  less likely t o  s l i p  below the gl ide path where 
they w i l l  encounter the vortices. 
The radar separation, S12, is a separation distance t o  be maintained 
between the f i r s t  and second aircraft at a l l  points in  the merge and f ina l  
approach process. 
controller must judge the likely groundqeeds of aircraft since they w i l l  be 
different (in general) and thus w i l l  create an "opening" or "closing" 
si tuation between aircraft pairs.  
request speed changes in  the approach process. 
any obligation t o  maintain a constant speed. 
airspeed for f ina l  approach, but  they w i l l  not transmit t h i s  t o  the ground 
(unless requested), and even if they did, a correction for windspeed  along the 
glide path would be required t o  estimate the groundspeed. 
uncertainty about groundspeeds on approach, the final-spacing controllers use 
their  best judgement but w i l l  always allow some buffer or margin t o  
accorranodate the errors  which inevitably w i l l  rise when the p i lo t s  use an 
unexpected speed, or speed change. 
ask  for a cannon approach airspeed in today's operations. 
In trying t o  achieve minimal actual separations, the 
Controllers are limited in  their ab i l i t y  t o  
P i lo t s  are not usually under 
I The p i lo t s  have selected an 
I In the face of 
I 
Given a long runway, some controllers w i l l  
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In the future, to plan a more-efficient merge operation, prior knowledge 
of planned =roach airspeeds must be known to the ground control system. and 
an obligation placed on the pilot t o  maintain that speed. Aircraft w i t h  an 
advanced AFCS which can ensure constant groundspeed on final approach would 
allow more-ef ficient merging operations. 
today i n  prototype form. 
groundspeed, not airspeed, and that flap speeds are usually high enough t o  
allow a considerable increase i n  approach airspeed. 
for constant groundspeed on approach from future transport aircraft, but  there 
would be a mix of capabilities for a very long time. 
These are the 4-D AF'CS which exist 
Note that landing distances are dependent on 
It is reasonable t o  ask 
1.3.3 roach Capacity - Arrival Intervals a t  the Runway - IMC 
Landing flow rates and landing capacity are determined beyond the outer 
marker when the final-spacing controller merges the landing aircraft into a 
single flow along the runway centerline. ~ ~ 1 l y D  there are no corrective 
spacing canmands once the pilots have been cleared t o  conduct the approach. 
If we are to  irrprove landing capacity, it is clear that the "final approach 
spacing" or "merge" process must be improved. 
The spacing process is complicated by the different speeds which 
aircraft m y  elect t o  use on final approach. Let  u s  consider a pair of 
aircraft: the f i r s t  aircraft has a constant groundspeed VI, the second a 
constant groundspeed V2. The required separation is denoted S12. As 
mentioned previously, there are two cases to  be considered: 
where VI < V2 : and an "opening" case where VI > V2. 
a "closing" case 
In  the closinq case, S12 is achieved when aircraft 1 reaches the runway. 
To do this the controller must provide a variable spacing a t  merge which 
depends on V1, V2, and d,, where dl is the distance of aircraft 1 from the 
runway when the merge occurs (see Figure 1.1) . 
The variable spacing can be written as S12 + A S12 where S 1 2  is the 
additional spacing required a t  the merge point above the required separation 
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a t  threshold, S12. 
aircraft, then 
d2 = s12 
d, -dl = 
If we denote d, as the merge position for the second 
v2 * -  
+ dl v1 
s12 + dl . (+ -1) 
Then, ASl2 = d,. ( t -1) where v2 > v1 
i.e. the extra spacing required a t  merge depends directly on the 
distance of the f i r s t  aircraft t o  the runway a t  merge and the speed ratio of 
the two aircraft. 
This is the nominal spacing required i f  the speeds are known and are 
held constant. But there w i l l  be errors in the spacing process. and errors i n  
the expected speeds. To ensure that S12 is not violated a t  the runway a t  the 
frequency greater than 1% (for exanple), it w i l l  be necessary to provide a 
buffer for both the merge-spacing error and the approach-speed errors. 
denote these by ASE12 and AV12 respectively. If we know the statistics of 
these error processes, then we can compute these required buffers. The actual 
Let u s  
required spacing a t  merge 
T 2  = s12 + 
The average spacing 
DR12 = S12 + 
- DR12 - -  
5 2  v2 
is then written as: 
a t  runway, and corresponding time interval is: 
+ Av12 
We shall apply these formulas to the case where two aircraft have the 
same =roach speed. 
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In the opening case, S12 is applied a t  the merge point, and the distance 
between the two aircraft increases thereafter. 
is not inportant to  safety i n  this case since it w i l l  disappear as the gap 
increases. 
minor infringement, which occurs a much larger percentage of occasions. we 
shall concentrate later on this merge process of slower aircraft, since there 
are ways of minimizing its effect on the resulting large landing interval and 
reduction in landing capacity. V& can increase landing capacity by 
concentrating on the problem of the "slower aircraft merge". In this opening 
case, i f  w e  ignore the spacing and speed errors and omit the buffers, the 
average spacing and average time interval a t  the runway are given by: 
Figure 1.1) 
The controller spacing error 
The controller could apply a spacing-error buffer, or can ignore a 
(See 
DR12 = S12 + d, . (1-; ) 
Thus, i f  we know the approach speeds, their error, the spacing error, 
and the merge distance, we can determine the landing intervals for any pair of 
landing aircraft, and thus  the average landing interval. 
interval is inverted t o  give u s  an estimate of the average landing capacity, 
and is dependent on both the mix of aircraft types and the landing sequence. 
The average landing 
- IxlAp=- 3600 (where the bar indicates an average) - 
12 
(average landings/hour = seconds/hour f average landing interval-sec) 
Example 
Suppose w e  have three k i n d s  of aircraft whose approach speeds are 90,  
120, and 150 k t s .  The 90 knot aircraft are class S (Small), the 120 knot 
aircraft are class L (Large), and the 150 knot aircraft are H (Heavy). The 
outer marker is 5 n. miles from the runway. 
errors is equivalent to  adding 1 n. miles to spacing for the closing case. 
There are 25% small ,  50% large, and 25% Heavy i n  the mix of aircraft. 
The sum of spacing and speed 
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cLx36ING CASE: I f  w e  have a 90 k t s  a i rcraf t  followed by an H. 
S12 = 3 
%2= dl .(;- .)= 5 . (2- 1) = 3.3 n. miles 
DMI2 = 3 + 3.3 + 1 = 7.3 n. mile spacing a t  merge 
(if merge performed when aircraf t  1 is a t  OM) 
DR12 = 3 + 1 = 4 n. miles 
t12 = - (3600) = 96 seconds 150 
OPENING CASE: 
aircraft when the L is a t  the outer marker 
If we have the 90 knot aircraft  merging behind the Large 
I3M = 4 (allowing randam lateral  separation violations t o  
12 occur by applying ver t ical  separation - see later). 
DR12 = 4 + dl* (1- $) 
= 4 + 5 . ( 1-90 m)-' - 4 + 1.25 = 5.25 n. miles 
t12 =- 5 * 2 5  3600 = 210 seconds 90 
If the f i r s t  aircraft is a Heavy aircraf t  
S12 = 6 
DM12= 6 
90 DR12 = 6 + 5 1 - - =  6 + 2 = 8 n. miles 
150 
t12 = - 3600 = 320 seconds = 5 mhs, 20 sec. 90 
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If we assume that there is a random sequence of landings, then the 
average probability of the occurrence of landing pairs is given below (e .g . 
the probability of the small-large pair = 0.5 x .25 = .125, etc.) 
F i r s t  
A i r c r a f t  
Second Aircraft 
H L S 
H .0625 .125 .0625 Prob. of Occurrence 
L .125 .250 .125 of landing pair 
S .0625 .125 .0625 
The landing interval matrix is given  by: 
H L S 
H 120 180 320 Arrival Intervals 
L 96 120 210 a t  Runway (set) t i j  - 
S 96 120 160 
The average landing interval, E12 = 149.25 seconds, 
The average landing capacity, ICAP = 
- 3600 
149.25 
= 24.12 landings/hour 
1.3.4 Effect of Sequencinq Landing Aircraft 
Here w e  assumed that the Occurrence of a landing pair is a random event. 
If we deliberately control the sequence of landings, we can avoid the larger 
landing intervals. 
160-second intervals, then transition t o  the larger aircraft w i t h  one 120- 
second interval, and land them w i t h  120-second intervals; the transition t o  
Heavy aircraft with a 96-second interval, followed by 120-second intervals 
between all the Heavy aircraft. For this sequence, (assuming 100 aircraft 
In  t h i s  example, we would land a l l  the slower aircraft a t  
landed and 99 intervals): 
24 (160) + 1 ' (96) + 74 (120) 
= 129.45 sets. 
- - 
99 5 2  - 
m=-- 3600 27 .81 landings/hour - 
129.45- 
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Thus, if a l l  these aircraft were available for sequencing, it would be 
possible t o  increase the landing rate from 24.12 to  27.81 landings per hour, a 
15.6% increase i n  capacity. Sequencing landings can increase landing capacity 
substantially. We w i l l  study this effect later. 
1.3.5 Effect of Standardizinq Groundspeeds on Final Approach 
There are penalties associated w i t h  having the smaller aircraft i n  the 
approach stream of aircraft. Since the faster aircraft need a longer runway, 
it may be possible t o  ask the smaller aircraft t o  maintain a faster speed on 
approach. 
In  our example, suppose we asked the small aircraft to fly a t  120 knots, 
the speed of the Large aircraft. 
matrix to  the values 
This would change the landing interval 
H L S 
H 120 180 210 
= L 96 120 120 
S 96 120 120 
ti j 
- 
= 128.62 seconds t12 
- 
X A P  = 27.99 landings/hour . 
This is a 16.0% improvement over the base rate of 24.12 landingdhr. If 
a l l  the aircraft were Large or Small, and flew a t  a standard approach 
groundspeed of 120 knots, then the intervals between a l l  landings would 
average 4 n. miles or 2 minutes. The landing capacity would then be 30 
landings/ hour. 
1.3.6 Effect of Relaxing  Separation Regu irements a t  the Runway 
It was observed i n  Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 that the approach separation 
along the fhl-approach path is not rigorously applied by practicing 
controllers, since they may apply visual separations after aircraft reach W 
conditions, and that when given responsibility for approach separation, pilots 
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w i l l  close to  roughly 2 n. miles a t  the runway. 
relax the approach spacing a t  the runway end t o  exactly 2 n. miles for those 
cases where there are no wake vortex considerations, i.e. the separation 
criteria a t  the runway is 2 n. miles without a buffer for S-L, S-H, L-H cases, 
and is still 4 n. miles for a Heavy following another Heavy. 
In our example, suppose we 
H L S 
H 96 180 320 
L 48 90 210 
S 48 60 120 
tij - 
- 
t12 = 121.25 seconds 
- =  29.7 landings/hour (a 23% improvement) LCAP 
I f  we had an improved ATC display, it would be possible i n  the closing 
cases t o  plan the second aircraft's arrival j u s t  as the prior aircraft was 
leaving the runway, i.e. a t  a time interval EUYl" (estimated for the prior 
aircraft). 
exactly EIMT = 45 seconds w i t h  no buffer for the closing cases: 
Suppose we relax the rmway-spacing requirement to  provide 
H L S 
H 96 180 320 
L 45 90 210 
s 45 45 120 
t i j  - 
- 
t = 118.8 seconds 
LCAP -l2 = 30.3 landings/hour (25.6% improvement) 
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1.3.7 Sumnary - Improving the Approach Capacity of a Single Runway 
We can now summarize by noting the variables which determine approach 
capacity for a single runway: 
1) Approach Separation Criteria 
currently these are radar distances which depend on the wake vortex 
classification of landing aircraft pair 
2) Mixture of Final Psproach Speeds 
the mix of aircraft types provides varying speeds dependent on aircraft 
weight, airport elevation, and temperature, and windspeed 
3)  Approach Sequencing Strateqy 
the sequence of landing aircraft arrivals affects Occurrence of the 
larger approach intervals. Sequencing is possible, especially whenever 
landing aircraft are being held a t  entry fixes to the terminal area 
4) Merqe Spacing Error 
the inability of the radar controller t o  accurately space aircraft a t  
entry t o  the final approach requires a buffer, a t  least for the closing 
case when there is no reversion t o  visual separation by pilots later i n  
the approach. This buffer increases during marginal weather and 
v i s ib i l i t y  
5)  Buffer for Uncertainty i n  Approach Speeds 
since the radar controller does not know the approach airspeeds planned 
by each aircraft, and cannot count on the pilots maintenance of a fixed 
approach speed, there is an additional buffer a t  merge for the closing 
case only 
6) Merqe Distance 
the location of the f i r s t  aircraft whenever a slower aircraft is merged 
behind it affects the s ize  of the landing interval. It is desirable to  
merge slower aircraft as close t o  the runway as possible. 
affect the landing interval for the closing case 
It does not 
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Given these variables, we can list all possible ways to increase the 
landing capacity of a single runway: 
1) Create a more-efficient set of safe approach-separation criteria which 
uses automation to assist the spacing controller and displays the 
separation appropriate to each landing pair, given the approach 
environment. We will develop this topic further below. 
2) Adopt a sequencing strategy to avoid larger landing intervals - again a 
topic for current research and the application of automated decision 
support for the radar controller. 
3)  Collect and control the final approach speeds - there are a variety of 
issues here. 
4) Reduce merge spacing errors by displaying to the controller a desired 
spacing and providing assistance through the display in achieving it. 
5) Meter the arrival of slwer aircraft to merge closer to runway, and 
create special merge procedures which provide vertical separation during 
the merge instead of longitudinal separation. 
We should note at this point that it is possible to insert takeoff 
operations between successive landings so that the larger landing intervals 
from the extended wake-vortex separations and slower aircraft are not wasted 
at busy times at major airports. Landing capacity is unaffected until some 
percentage of takeoffs must be inserted, when landings must be spaced further 
to acccmnodate more takeoffs. We will investigate these relationships later 
in Section 1.5 on mixed operations of a runway. 
The most-efficient operation of a single runway occurs when both 
landings and takeoffs are sequenced and scheduled. 
concentrated only on the approach capacity of a single runway. We will 
discuss the approach capacities of multiple-runway systems in a later section. 
Approach capacity is very crucial since it currently determines the arrival 
In this section, we have 
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capacity for aircraft at major airports where delay can be severe, causing 
airspace congestion and holding. 
1.4 Initial Departure Separation - IFR Takeoff Capacity of a Runway 
When the ground-based AlT system is responsible for maintaining safe 
separation between successive departures. the release of a takeoff is usually 
governed by the initial conditions which occur as the second departure becames 
airborne. Although successive departures can be dispersed onto diverging 
paths, there is a small period of time required for pilots to coqlete the 
post-takeoff checklist, clean up gear and flaps, transition to instrument 
flight, etc. Current Terminal Instrument Procedures PERJ?S) specify a 
straight c l M  to 400 feet before any turn can be made, and it is usually not 
desirable to require any maneuvers from pilots before that point. Thus, the 
IFR procedures establish an initial-departure separation which effectively 
establishes the takeoff capacity of an IFR runway (or pair of close parallel 
runways with spacing less than 2500 feetwhich are treated as a single 
runway). 
I 1.4.1 Current IFR Departure Separation Criteria 
The current handbook departure separation criteria are spread through 
Sections 5-72, 5-113, and 3-106, 3-108 of the ATC Handbook. For non-diverging 
departure courses where the radar is within 40 n. miles, Section 5-72 requires 
courses which diverge by more than 15O, the separation is reduced to 1 n. mile 
by Section 5-113. Wake-vortex considerations of Sections 3-106, 3-108 
stipulate 2 minutes between the release of a takeoff after a heavy departure, 
but allow a relaxation to the approach separation of 4 or 5 n. miles of 
Section 5-72. 
1 3 n. miles radar separation between airborne aircraft. For initial departure 
i 
I 
I 
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Given these rules, we can describe the current US initial-departure 
separation criteria by a matrix of separations when successive initial- 
departure courses diverge by more than 15' and radar identification can be 
established within 1 n. mile of the runway: 
Second Departure Aircraft 
H L S 
First Departure 
Aircraft 
H 2 mins. 2 mins. 2 mins. 
(or 4 n. mi) (or 5 n. mi) (or 5 n. mi) 
L 1n.mi. 1 n. mi. 1 n. mi. 
S 1 n. mi. 1 n. mi. 1 n. mi. 
This assumes departures from the same start-of-roll point. If an 
intersection takeoff follows a Heavy departure, Section 3-107 requires 3 mins. 
between release. If there are opposite-direction takeoffs, Section 3-93 also 
requires 3 mins. after a Heavy departure. 
If there is no divergence of departure courses, the controller must 
apply the normal non-wake-vortex separations of 3 (or 5 )  n. miles at all 
points along the departure path until he can establish lateral or vertical 
separation. 
profile, it would close on the first departure, and the controller might be 
required to apply additional distances (as he does with such landing-approach 
cases). Nomlly, he will issue a vector to a divergent course rather than 
extend its departure release. 
If the second aircraft is expected to have a faster clin33-speed 
It is difficult to ensure initial vertical separation between successive 
departures. At a later stage when aircraft are a few thousand feet above the 
airport, the departure controller may be able to establish vertical 
separation. Maintaining vertical separation during clinbout creates a 
"laddering" process whereby successive aircraft are stepped up the "rungs of a 
ladder". This is a high-workload process at present. and departure 
controllers would prefer to be given an excess of longitudinal separation, or 
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to use lateral separation between departures following the same general 
departure path. 
As written, Sections 5-72 and 5-113 of the handbook require 1, 3 ,  or 5 
n. miles separation distance at the point when the second aircraft becomes 
airborne. The time separations required by wake-vortex separation (Sections 
3-106, 3108) are intervals between start of roll. Since the aircraft are 
accelerating, the controllers (given knowledge of the acceleration profiles by 
type of aircraft and knowledge of windsped) could release the second 
departure when distances are less than the nominal value. They would then 
achieve the nominal value at liftoff. In practice, controllers generally 
interpret these required distances as distance from the start of roll. 
1.4.2 Capacity of a Departure Fbnway - IFR Departure Intervals 
It is clear from the departure-separation matrix that the IFR departure 
capacity of a runway depends on the mix and sequence of Heavy, Large, and 
Small aircraft which will be operating from it. Since distance separations 
are specified (to be easy for the radar controller), the departure intervals 
are dependent upon the initial c l M  groundspeeds, and the acceleration 
profiles to reach those clinhspeeds. Thus, the mix of aircraft types, their 
weight at takeoff, the airfield elevation and temperature, windspeed, etc. are 
variables in determining IFR-departure runway capacities. 
Behind a heavy departure, the current wakevortex separation is 2 
minutes, which is equivalent to a departure rate of 30 departuredhour. But 
with radar, the current rules relax this time interval to 4 n. miles for 
another heavy departure, and 5 n. miles for a large or a l l  departure 
aircraft. Although the wakevortex separation would seem to require a given 
safe time interval to allow the wake vortex near the runway to dissipate, 
these distance separations can allow a smaller interval to exist. For 
example, the 4 n. miles required when the second departure is a Heavy aircraft 
can translate to only 95 seconds (instead of 120 seconds) if the takeoff 
acceleration averages 5 kts/sec and the initial clMspeed is greater than 190 
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knots (see example following.) 
per hour instead of 30 per hour. 
This corresponds to a departure capacity of 38 
It is inconsistent to allow these distance separations and time 
separations to coexist. 
currently apply the 2-minute separation interval behind a Heavy departure, and 
that, for siqlicity, the criterion is expressed as an integer minute, not as 
seconds. 
departure-interval timer, or countdown display, so that he can work in seconds 
between particular pairs of departure aircraft. 
In practice, it appears that the tower controllers 
If so, it is easy to provide the tower controller with a sirrple 
The distance separations translate to varying departure intervals 
depending upon the speed and acceleration profiles of departing aircraft. If 
we know these profiles of the various types of aircraft in the departure mix, 
we can cqute the departure intervals, and consequently, the average 
departure capacity of the runway. 
Example Calculation - Average IFR Departure Capacity, Single Ftunway 
Assume an average acceleration of 5 ktslsec to an initial c l M  
groundspeed of 190 kts. 
1 n. mile separation from the start of roll point, and there is no wind: 
If successive departures on diverging courses require 
1 men 1 n. mile = T a  < , or I+, 
=,/- 
= 38 seconds. 
Speed at 38 seconds = 5 38 = 190 kts. 
These two aircraft are 38 seconds apart. 
190 kts, the distance between them during clinbout is 
If their clinbspeed is exactly 
190 - 38 = 2.0 n. miles 3 600 
If the first aircraft is required to be at 3 n. miles on a non-divergent 
path, the time difference between the two aircraft is 38 + 38/2 = 57 seconds. 
Now, if we assume 20% of the departure aircraft are Heavy, then there 
will be 2 minute spacing after 20% of departures. All other aircraft will be 
separated by the 1 n. mile criteria for divergent paths or the 3 n. mile 
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criteria for non-divergent paths. 
aircraft on non-divergent paths. 
takeoff ro l l  due t o  commications, etc., the average departure interval is 
colrputed by: 
Assume that there are only 25% of a L 
Allowing 7 seconds for lag i n  initiating 
7 + 0.20 (120) + 0.25 (57)  + 0.55 (38)  = 66.1 seconds. 
Average departure capacity, single runway = 66.1 = 54.5 departuredhour 3600 
This may be conpared w i t h  the WC capacity of 80 operations/hour, for example, 
on Page 15.  
If we knew the acceleration and clirrbspeed of every Large or Smal l  
aircraft, we could colrpute the departure interval behind i t ,  and thereby 
colrpute the average departure interval for a l l  such aircraft. 
interval behind a Heavy aircraft is assumed here t o  be always 2 minutes 
(although the current rules do allow lesser intervals based on 4 and 5 n. mile 
distances). 
The departure 
1.4.3 Improving Departure Runway Ope rations 
Because of the acceleration of departure aircraft, there is an "inverse 
accordion" effect. 
same path is maintained. but the distances stretch out. 
mile separation used i n  the previous example increases to  a 2 n. mile 
separation a t  liftoff and during subsequent clhbout if the aircraft have 
identical clinbspeeds (above 190 k t s ) .  The opposite effect is often noted 
during descent to final approach as aircraft slow down. If the clhbspeed 
profiles as a function of takeoff gross weight, and terperature/wind were 
known t o  the ATC system, it might be possible t o  create an autmted 
departure-release display system for tower or departure controllers based on 
separation required i n  clhbout. 
actual conformance between predicted and actual clirrb performce over a fleet 
of aircraft maintained by different airlines. 
The time interval between successive departures on the 
For example, the one- 
This requires further research t o  see the 
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Notice also that the wake-vortex strength diminishes as aircraft 
accelerate to higher clinhspeeds. The problem is severe in the liftoff region 
over the runway. Aircraft may encounter the vortex later in the departure 
when they clirrb through the vortex, but the strength may then be 
insignificant. If knowledge of liftoff points and clinh angles by aircraft 
type and weight were known, more-efficient departure intervals could be safely 
canputed and displayed to controllers for the wake-vortex case behind a heavy 
departure. 
Tower controllers can deliberately select initial-departure courses to 
mure at least 15' divergence between successive departures, and thereby 
maximize runway departure capacity, but they then handoff departures to the 
departure sector(s) which could be overloaded by the resulting traffic flow. 
Thus, the actual limit on departure capacity may be the capacity of the first 
departure sector, unless care is taken to provide multiple departure sectors 
and/or efficient departure procedures. 
There are various technological improvements to assist in increasing 
departure-sector capacity. Today, the pilots will normally switch on their 
autopilot as they reach 400 feet above the airport and are switched from tower 
to departure controller. Departure control may have assigned a SID, or may be 
vectoring the aircraft. Future advanced AFCS could select and automatically 
fly the cqlete SID, but as seen above, successive departures on the same SID 
reduces departure capacity. 
creating left, center, and right alternate paths for the SID. Then, when "15' 
left" is given as the initial departure vector, the AFCS is camanded to fly 
the left alternate path which would provide some specified lateral separation 
from the central SID. We shall call this the "Offset SID" procedure. 
However, it is possible to modify today's SID by 
With the use of digital datalink, other possibilities exist. Sane 
current military systems allow the controller to draw a modified conflict-free 
SID on his display screen, transmit it to a particular aircraft, and then be 
supported by autornatic conformance monitoring. 
from his screen, but a significant deviation will cause it to reappear with an 
alert showing the aircraft's deviation. In this way, the departure controller 
can lower his workload by establishing the cqlete departure paths for each 
The "ad-hoc SID" disappears 
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aircraft at one time rather than deal with a multiple, dynamic set of 
vectoring comds. The aircraft receives the coqlete SID and can display it 
to the pilot who can ask his advanced AFCS to fly it automatically. 
monitoring would be added to assist the civil departure controller in 
generating these alternate departure paths. 
Vortex 
A second application of digital datalink involves "altitude chaining". 
This is a new altitude-control concept which provides automatic "laddering" of 
clinbing or descending aircraft. The pilots receive their altitude clearances 
by datalink or voice synthesis as other departing aircraft clear altitudes 
above. The controller creates and controls a "chain" of clinbing aircraft 
whereby each aircraft can be cleared to an altitude 1000 feet below the prior 
aircraft. 
process on the ground automatically creates and transmits a new altitude 
clearance for the follming aircraft and also displays it to the controller 
for monitoring and transmittal to non-datalink aircraft. As aircraft c l M  
out, pilots receive ever-increasing altitude clearances on their display and 
can transfer these clearances to their autopilot. 
As the first aircraft clears an altitude, the chaining control 
The process would have a conformance monitor to warn both pilot and 
controller of significant deviations and the AFCS of participating aircraft 
could be required to have an assigned altitude capture mode. 
can rearrange his departure chains as lateral or longitudinal separations are 
established. We will discuss this process further during our research, since 
it also applies to descending aircraft. It is mentioned here to indicate that 
there are methods of overcoming any workload or airspace capacity restrictions 
on departure flow from a runway or major airport. 
The controller 
1 .5  Mixed Takeoffs and Landinqs - Ope rational Capacity of a Sinqle Runway 
The single runway has separate capacity rates for landings, takeoffs. 
and total operations at any given mix of aircraft. 
capacity advantages in sirmltaneously using a single runway for both takeoff 
and landing operations, since the tower controller can insert a large flaw of 
takeoffs into the gaps in the full-capacity landing flaw with no degradation 
There are significant 
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of landing capacity. The possibility of a missed approach i n  IMC conditions 
(where both the landing and takeoff aircraft might then be simultaneously 
departing from the runway area) requires that there be sufficient longitudinal 
spacing between approaching and departing aircraft. As the percentage of 
takeoffs is increased, we reach the point where no more insertions can be 
freely made in the full-capacity landing flow, and then landings must be 
further spaced and scheduled t o  accommodate the very-high flow rate of 
takeoffs . 
1.5.1 Current Separation Criteria - Insertion of Takeoffs Ahead of Landings 
Under visual conditions, the table i n  Section 2.3 shows that a landing 
aircraft of given class my be cleared i f  the departing takeoff is 3000, 4500, 
or 6000 feet down the runway. 
controllers) are i n  visual contact and the responsibility to mintain 
separation is placed upon the pilots. In nonvisual conditions, Section 5-114 
of the current ATC Handbook 7110.65D (1984) states that under radar separation 
the radar controller must "separate a departing aircraft from an arriving 
aircraft on the final approach by a minimum of 2 n. miles i f  separation w i l l  
increase to  3 miles (5 miles when 40 miles or more from the antenna) within 1 
minute after takeoff. a 
In  this case, the pilots (and tower 
This is interpreted by radar controllers t o  mean that the arriving 
aircraft mst be at  least 2 n. miles from touchdown hen the departure is 
released, although subsequently the two aircraft w i l l  be less than the 
separation a t  release (since the takeoff aircraft mst accelerate up to the 
approach speed before the separation between the two aircraft stops 
decreasing). For example, i f  the approaching aircraft is a t  2 n. miles and 
has a 120 k t .  groundspeed, and the departing aircraft has an average 
acceleration of 5 kts/sec. then the aircraft w i l l  continue to  close for 
12015 = 24 seconds after release, and the minjnnnn separation a t  that time is 
given by 
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where SEpm = separation required at release = 2 n. miles 
= approach groundspeed 
a = takeoff acceleration 
vaPP 
In our example, SEEMIN would be 1.6 n . miles 
If the controllers worked the problem using the approach speed to ensure 
But to that SEPMIN was 2 n . miles, then SEPREL would have to be 2.4 n. miles. 
conpute the varying SEPREL. they would have to know the approach groundspeed, 
the average acceleration of the departing aircraft (given wind, temperature 
and weight), and whether the departure speed exceeded the approach speed. 
The critical case which establishes IMC arrival-departure separation 
occurs whenever the landing aircraft decides to carry out a missed approach 
after a departure. 
where the departure paths diverge by lJO, the radar controllers are required 
to provide only 1 n. mile separation. 
the radar controller can establish an identical situation for the missed 
approach/departure case. 
vectoring is advisable anyway to ensure separation of the missed-approach 
aircraft from the wake vortex. 
applying the departure-separation criteria under diverging courses (or the 
wake-separation criteria) to the missed approach/departure situation. 
Remarber from Section 1.4, that for consecutive departures 
By vectoring one or the other aircraft, 
If the prior departure was a Heavy aircraft, 
There is no guidance in the ATC Handbook about 
The puzzling part of Section 5-114 comes from the condition that 3 n. 
miles separation be established within lminute after takeoff. This would 
likely require a vector to diverging courses since otherwise it implies an 
extremely-high initial-climbout speed for the departing aircraft. 
controller released a departure with the arrival at 2 n. miles and 120 kts, 
the departure would have to accelerate to 360 knots groundspeed to meet the 
condition (at 6 knots/sec). 
would be 312 knots and an average acceleration of 5.2 kts/sec. 
departure is a high-performance aircraft, the controllers would have to use 
lateral separation to avoid the 3 n. miles within 1 minute. 
If the 
If he released it at 2.4 n. miles, the speed 
Unless the 
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Notice the section does not explicitly state that a missed approach is 
occurring. 
the threshold of the runway, and even faster aircraft would nomlly be on the 
runway, so it is difficult to understand the "3 n. miles in one minute' 
requirement. 
114, and like controllers in the field, shall interpret it as requiring 2 n. 
miles at release for all aircraft pairs. 
In our example, at 1 minute, the approach aircraft has arrived at 
We shall ignore the conditions actually specified by Section 5- 
The possibility exists that a departure could be constrained by the 2- 
minute wake-vortex requirement of a prior departure even though there has been 
an intervening landing operation which is now clear of the runway. 
explained in Section 1.4 ,  it is not always 2 minutes since 4 or 5 n. miles can 
be substituted which may decrease the tizrre separation substantially.) 
interval between the two takeoffs would be occupied by the time required for 
the landing aircraft to fly 2 n. miles or more to the runway, land, and then 
clear. 
occurrence in our esthtion of mixed-operations capacities. 
(As 
The 
It could be less than 2 minutes, but we shall ignore such a rare 
In surrunary, the separation criteria for mixed operations are not clearly 
written. The simple requirement of 2 n. miles before release is used in this 
report. 
be provided to the controller by future ATC systems. 
It would be preferable to use time-separation criteria if they could 
1.5.2 Insertion of Takeoffs into a Capa city Landing Flaw 
The current operational procedures allow the final-spacing approach 
ccntroller to work independently to establish the approach spacings. 
rrraxirmm landing rate, there are still substantial gaps in the landing flow 
available to handle a sizeable takeoff flow with no impact on the landing 
capacity such that, generally, one or more takeoffs can generally be inserted 
by the tower controllers after every landing. They must make a judgement 
about the feasibility of an insertion as the first landing passes the 
threshold, and then clear the departing aircraft to the runway centerline "to 
hold" waiting for the landing aircraft to clear the runway. 
before the next landing aircraft is at the 2 n. mile point, the takeoff 
Even at 
If it's clear 
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clearance can be issued. Possibly, a second takeoff aircraft can then be 
cleared t o  the centerline t o  hold, awaiting suff ic ient  separation from the 
first departure, i f  the tower controllers judge tha t  t h i s  event w i l l  a lso 
occur before the next landing reaches the 2 n. mile point. The tower 
cmt ro l l e r s  use visual or radar information t o  make t h i s  judgement. 
It would be easy t o  a id  the controllers'  decision making by using a 
corrputer display which uses predicted event times for each a i r c ra f t  type 
rather than leaving them t o  make judgements based on a distance-based radar 
display. The EXTD (Estimated T h e  To Touch Down), or a simple red-yellow 
green signal could be used t o  indicate the feas ib i l i ty  of inserting the next 
takeoff based on distance and approach speed and the departure intervals 
required between types of departing aircraft .  The tower controllers would 
have t o  enter the landing e x i t ,  and s ta r t  of ro l l  times. 
The operational si tuation is best explained by using the small  
idealistic exaqle of Section 1.3, typical of the mixed operations found on a 
single runway at  a major US airport  during IMC. W e  sha l l  assume a mix of 
Heavy, Large, and Smal l  a i r c ra f t  in the proportions of 25, 50, 25 percent 
respectively in both the landing and takeoff flows. 
If we assume a random occurrence of pa i r s  within the landing and takeoff 
sequences, we get  the following p i j  matrix 
H L S 
H ,0625 .125 .0625 probability of 
S .0625 .125 .0625 the pair  i j  
P i j  - L .125 .250 .125 = occurrence of 
With an outer marker a t  5 n ,  miles, and a spacing buffer of 1 n . m i l e  
for the closing cases, t h i s  gives u s  the following t i j  matrix of landing 
intervals (See Section 1.3) :  
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H L S 
H 120 180 3 20 minimnn approach 
L 96 120 210 = intervals for the 
S 96 120 160 pair i j  (seconds) 
tij - 
under IMC 
The approach ground speeds are assumed t o  be 150, 120, and 90 knots for 
the Heavy, Large, and Small  a i rc raf t .  For s inpl ic i ty ,  we sha l l  assume tha t  
each type has an expected landing-occupancy t i m e ,  ELLX = 45 seconds, and an 
average takeoff interval t ime ,  JTRYJ!, of 64 seconds (See Section 1.4 .2) .  
The above exanple has an average landing interval of 149.2 seconds and a 
corresponding landing capacity of 24.1 landings per hour. 
If we subtract ELMT, from tij, we g e t  the intervals when the runway is 
idle  between landings, Ioij: 
H L S 
H 75 135 27 5 id le  runway intervals 
S 5 1  75 115  a t  capacity flow rate (seconds) 
IOi j  = L 5 1  75 165 = between landings 
I i j  = average idle t h e  between landings = 104 seconds 
I f  we now subtract the t ime  required for the second landing a i r c ra f t  t o  
f l y  from the 2 n. mile point t o  the runway, (e.g. 80,  6 0 ,  48 seconds for S, L, 
HI we get  the time intervals available for inserting one takeoff, 
H L S 
H 27 75 195 time available 
A'i, = L 3 15 85 = t o  insert one takeoff 
s 3  15 35 ( seconds 1 
Since every entry i n  the matrix is posit ive,  we can insert one takeoff 
into every landing interval.  The only c r i t i c a l  landing pairs are  the Large 
and Small  aircraft  followed by a Heavy where there is only three seconds on 
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average t o  release the intervening takeoff. We create an insertion matrix 
which counts the nuher  of takeoffs inserted in each interval.  A t  t h i s  point 
we only insert one aircraf t .  
H L S 
- H 1  1 1 number of takeoffs 
L 1  1 1 =  inserted in  each 
s 1  1 1 landing interval 
"ij - 
nij  = 1 
The corresponding runway operations rate is 2(24 .1)  = 48.2 
operations/hour with 50% landings and 50% takeoffs. 
We have assumed tha t  the average takeoff interval is 64 seconds, so tha t  
we can adjust  the avai labi l i ty  matrix by subtracting 64 from each entry in 
Al i j  t o  show the time available t o  insert a second takeoff, A 2 i j :  
H L S 
H -37 11 13 1 
A2ij = L -61 -49 21 
S -61 -49 -2 9 
M can still inser t  a th i rd  takeoff in the H-L and L-S pairs ,  and 
actually three more in the H-S pair before the available intervals turn 
negative. This would give an insertion matrix, nijmax: 
H L S 
H 1  2 4 
- L 1  1 2 
S I  1 1 
"i jmax 
The average insertion nij- = 1.44 takeoffs per landing. 
The corresponding runway operations rate  is (1  + 1.44)  (24 .1)  = 58.8  
operations per hour. This consists of 24.1  landings per hour (the capacity 
landing rate) and 34.7 takeoffs per hour which can be freely inserted without 
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reduction of landing capacity. Now the mix of operations is 59% takeoffs and 
41% landings. 
Corresponding to  t h i s  nij- matrix is another idle-time matrix, ITj, 
which shows the runway idle time between landings when n takeoffs are being 
inserted. 
H L S 
H 27 11 3 
s 3  15 35 
The average idle time Iijm = 14.25 seconds, for a l l  the takeoffs 
inserted i n  any landing gap. 
between operations (especially H-S, where 4 takeoffs are inserted with only 3 
seconds buffer for a l l  of them). In practice the landing spacing w i l l  not be 
perfect, and more or less t i m e  w i l l  exist for the particular case. 
not be possible to  insert n takeoffs every time. 
In some cases there is very little buffer 
It w i l l  
The method of t h i s  example produces the maximum insertion rate for 
takeoffs in a capacity landing f low,  and shows the factors which determine the 
maximum insertion rate. If w e  wish t o  have yet a higher rate of takeoffs i n  
mixed operations, we must advise the landing spacing controller t o  decrease 
the actual landing rate, i .e. landings no longer have absolute priority over 
takeoffs. 
1.5.3 Scheduling Landinq and Takeoff Operations on a Single Ftunway 
mere are capacity advantages i n  coordinating the takeoff and landing 
operations on a single runway. 
desired spacing such that insertions of exactly n takeoffs are planned between 
scheduled landings, leaving no idle time for the runway. 
requirement that no two aircraft operate on the runway a t  the same time, this 
technique provides the ultimate operational capacity of the runway. Note that 
current rules do allow simultaneous use of the runway for smaller aircraft i n  
u4C . 
The final spacing controller would be shown a 
If we accept the 
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We can continue our example t o  show h a t  t h i s  ultimate operations 
capacity would be if we stretched each insertion interval t o  add one more 
takeoff. The nij matrix becomes 
H L S 
H 2  3 5 
- L 2  2 3 
2 2 
"ij - 
s 2  
nij = 2.44 
Takeoff mix = 70.9% 
Given qj, we can corrpute a "stretch" matrix, giving the  increase in  
landing intervals for each landing pair: 
H L L 
H 37 53 61 
Stretch = L 61 49 43 
S 61 49 29 
The new stretched landing intervals w i l l  be: 
H L S 
H 157 2 43 3 81 
t i j  - L 157 169 253 
S 157 169 189 
The average interval, tij = 200.3 seconds, which corresponds t o  a 
landing rate of 18.0 landings per hour. Given the insertions of 2.44 takeoffs 
per landing, the takeoff ra te  is 43.9 takeoffs per hour, for a t o t a l  
operations rate of 61.9 operations per hour. 
I f  we reduce the landing rate t o  zero, the maximum takeoff rate (100% 
takeoffs) is 3600/64 = 56.25 takeoffs per hour. 
increasing takeoff rate on landing capacity and operations capacity in Figure 
1.2 for the example runway case of t h i s  section. 
capacity remains constant as an increasing nwber of takeoffs are freely 
inserted in  the capacity landing f low gaps. 
landing capacity must be reduced. The operations capacity of the  example 
We can shaw the effect  of 
Notice tha t  the landing 
Once the gaps are a l l  f i l l ed ,  the 
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runway appears to be reached under scheduled operation of the runway with 
70.9% takeoffs in the mix where a maximum average operations rate of 61.9 
aircraft per hour is reached, consisting of 18.0 landings and 43.9 takeoffs. 
1.5.4 Improving Mixed Takeoff/Landing Ope rations on a Single Runway 
The idealistic example of the previous sections applies to operations 
under IMC. We assumed that an approaching aircraft had to be at 2 n. miles to 
release a departure, and that all aircraft had fixed values of ETDT and EX". 
The purpose of the example is to illustrate a nurber of facts: 
can be freely inserted in a maxirrarm landing flow at sizeable takeoff flow 
rates: 2) there often is substantial idle time for the runway even when 
takeoffs are being inserted: 3 )  
runway operations are scheduled to minimize runway idle time. 
1) takeoffs 
the maximum operations rate is achieved when 
Under W, the maximum landing rate will be higher and the insertion 
rates for takeoffs correspondingly lower. The VMC separation conditions of 
3000, 4500, 6000 feet for various classes of arrival/departure aircraft 
require the approaching aircraft to be roughly 45 seconds from touchdown at 
the release time for the takeoff. 
visual information and exercise their judgement to achieve such separations. 
A missed approach in VMC is rare, and the pilots would have visual contact and 
are responsible for maintaining separation. If radar tracking were used to 
predict EITD (Estimated Time of Touchdown), the simple display of this value 
would greatly aid the decision-making of tower controllers, and then the VMC 
arrivalldeparture separation criteria could be time-based. 
In these conditions, tower controllers use 
The same information would be useful and more efficient in establishing 
criteria under IMC where the actual times that a landing or takeoff aircraft 
clear the runway m y  not be obtained through visual mans. Pilot reports or 
ASDE (Airport Surface Detection Equipnent) are not satisfactory sources, due 
to their delays in confirming that the runway is clear. Tower controllers 
could be given an interactive display of runway occupancy, where they enter 
start-of-roll times and are assisted in deciding on insertion of aircraft of 
given types. The entry could also provide a signal to the departure control 
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sectors that this aircraft has started its takeoff. The lack of visual cues 
is a severe handicap to mixed operations of a runway under IMC conditions. 
advanced technology could provide surveillance data on runway occupancy, it 
would allow a greater operational capacity of airport runway systems in these 
conditions. 
If 
"he critical separation under IMC is the current requirement for 2 n. 
miles (increasing to 3 n. miles) to ensure that the radar controller has valid 
radar separations in the event of a missed approach. 
separation of 1 n. mile could be applied in this case, it would increase the 
operational capacity of the runway. This would require increased confidence 
that both aircraft were conforming to their divergent assigned missed-approach 
and SID paths. "his suggests that aircraft which could fly these paths 
automatically could have the one-mile-separation criteria. 
would then have to be cognizant of the capabilities/status of each individual 
aircraft in applying such relaxed criteria, since there would be a mix of 
capabilities in the landing and takeoff flows. 
seconds for the takeoff of the aircraft to reach one mile from start of roll, 
the free insertion rate of 34.7 takeoffs per hour, for our example, increases 
to 49.7 takeoffs per hour. This increases the operations rate for the runway 
from 58.8 to 73.8 operations per hour, or a 25% increase in capacity. 
If the divergent course 
The ATC system 
If we assume it takes 38 
1.6 Simultaneous *ration of Multiple Runways 
If two parallel runways are separated by sufficient lateral separation, 
their simultaneous operations can be regarded as independent, and thus the 
capacity of the parallel runway system is twice the capacity of a single 
runway. In this case, simultaneous landing or takeoff operations can take 
place on the two runways without any coordination, and a separate A K  
controller and frequency assigned to each runway. 
runways are considered to be closely spaced, the simultaneous operations 
become dependent, and the capacity of the parallel runway system is reduced 
and eventually must be treated as a single runway. Crossing runways always 
create dependent operations between takeoffs and landings. 
However, at some point the 
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1.6.1 Current Separation Criteria - Simultaneous VblC Operation of Parallel 
In visual conditions, indwdent sirmltaneous landing and takeoff 
operations can be made from runways which are only a few hundred feet apart 
depending on the type of aircraft. The ATC Handbook 7110.65D currently has 
the criteria shown below: 
Aircraft Type 
(Section 3-92) 
Runway sepa ration (feet) 
Centerline w e  
Cat. A - Single-Engine Piston 300 200 
Cat. B - Twin-Engine Piston 500 400 
Cat. C - Other 700 600 
If the aircraft are of different types, the higher class and larger 
separation governs. The edge separation ensures that wing tips are separated 
if aircraft move to the edge of the runway during operations. These criteria 
allow two jet-transport aircraft to takeoff or land simultaneously on runways 
mose centerlines are only 700 feet apart in visual conditions when pilots are 
responsible for maintaining separation. Section 3-91 states that an arrival 
aircraft is to be considered as a departing aircraft upon crossing the 
threshold or touching down. 
Section 7-33 describes the criteria for Visual Approaches to parallel 
runways. hhen the ceiling is at least 500 feet above the minimum vectoring 
altitude (typically 2000 feet above airport elevation), and visibility 3 n. 
miles or greater, aircraft are informed that parallel approaches are in 
operation, and one of the pilots or the tower controller can provide visual 
separation, then simultaneous visual approaches may be conducted. If the 
runways are separated by more than 700 feet but less than 2500 feet, there is 
an additional wake-vortex restriction that a Heavy aircraft cannot overtake 
an aircraft on approach to the other runway, but if they are separated by more 
than 2500 feet, this restriction is raved. 
This restriction is puzzling since apparently a Large or Small aircraft 
is allawed to overtake a Heavy aircraft, where the exposure to wake-vortex 
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risk is identical to the case where the Heavy overtakes these aircraft. 
Apparently, there is a presmption in 7-33a that Heavy aircraft have faster 
approach speeds than Large or Small aircraft (which need not be true). Note 
that for runways less than 2500 feet apart, wake-vortex upsets can be avoided 
by having aircraft land in pairs at the same approach speed. The following 
pair would then be subject to any wake-vortex criteria. This "paired" landing 
procedure for closely-spaced parallel runways in \IMc is currently used at 
Denver and Los Angeles. 
If there is a departure operation by a Heavy jet aircraft, the 
subsequent takeoff requires a two-minute separation on parallel runways less 
than 2500 feet apart (Section 3-109f-2). 
VFR?) landing behind a Heavy jet landing requires a 2-minute separation on 
parallel runways less than 2500 feet apart (Section 6-51. As explained in 
Section 1.2.3 of this report, there are no wake-vortex separation criteria for 
W C  operations except in the case that there is a displaced landing threshold. 
(Section 3-1069) 
Similarly, any IFR aircraft (not 
1.6.2 Current Separation Criteria - Simultaneous IMC Operation of Parallel 
Runways 
For runways separated by less than 2500 feet, operations under radar 
control when wake-vortex considerations are present require that the two 
rutways be treated as a single runway (Section 5-72d,e Note). 
For runways separated by between 2500 and 4300 feet, Section 5-125 
allows dependent parallel IIS approaches. 
longitudinal separation between approaching aircraft can be reduced to 2 n. 
miles diagonal separation after both aircraft are established on their 
localizers. 
Wake-vortex separations still apply to successive-approach aircraft on the 
same localizer. Approach Control mst monitor these separations and retain 
capability to override local control. 
The normal 3 n. miles for 
At turn-on, 3 n. miles or 1000 feet separation must be provided. 
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For runways separated by more than 4300 feet, Section 5-126 allows 
independent simultaneous ILS approaches. Aircraft are required to have at 
least 1 n. mile of straight flight prior to intercepting the localizer, cannot 
have an intercept angle greater than 30 degrees, and must have 3 n. miles or 
1000 feet separation provided at turn-on to the localizer. All approaches 
must be monitored by separate ATC controllers to ensure that aircraft do not 
enter the NTZ (No Transgression Zone). This zone (at least 2000 feet wide) is 
established equidistant between runway centerlines and must be depicted on the 
approach monitor display. 
the pilot of ipending penetration of the NTZ, and issue instructions to 
return to the localizer innnediately. 
the monitoring controllers are instructed to vector aircraft on the adjacent 
localizer to avoid the penetrating aircraft. 
The monitoring controllers are instructed to warn 
Vhen an aircraft has penetrated the NTZ, 
Shltaneous, independent departures are allowed on runways separated by 
more than 2500 feet under radar control if the initial courses diverge by more 
than 15 degrees (Section 5-113.c). If there is no radar coverage, the runways 
mst be separated by more than 3500 feet, and the initial courses mst diverge 
by more than 45 degrees (Section 6-10.b). 
Simultaneous, independent operations by departures and arrivals are 
allowed on runways separated by more than 2500 feet under radar control if the 
initial course or missed-approach course diverge by more than 30 degrees 
(Section 5-115.a). If the runway thresholds are staggered, the lateral 
separation of 2500 feet can be reduced by 100 feet for every 500 feet of 
stagger (down to a minimum of 1000 feet lateral separation) for the case where 
the arrival is on the nearer runway. Conversely, if the aircraft is on the 
farther runway, the lateral separation must be increased above 2500 feet by 
100 feet for every 500 feet of stagger (Section 5-115.b). 
of parallel runways may allow independence of departures and arrivals when the 
arrivals are on the nearer runway, but require the 2 n. mile separation for 
release of a departure on the nearer runway (when the arrival is on the 
further runway). 
Thus, a given pair 
There is a second situation where dependent operations between arrivals 
and departures is allowed called the "~ual Lane" operation. "he lateral 
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separation between departures and arrivals in IMC is required to handle the 
situation where a missed approach occurs and the radar controller is faced 
with two aircraft simultaneously in the departure zone. Fhen visual 
conditions exist at the runway, and the tower controller can see touchdowns of 
the landing aircraft, the threat of this situation is removed. Thus, the 
departure can be released after touchdown of the landing even though the 
departing aircraft will enter IMC conditions shortly after lift-off. 
Lane departure/arrival operations of jet transport aircraft can be continued 
down to the 700 foot lateral separation required for W operations even 
though IMC conditions generally exist. The weather requirement is that tower 
controllers can see touchdowns. "hese conditions are sumnarized in Figure 1.3. 
Dual 
1.6.3 Improvinq the Independent Operation of Close Parallel Runways 
*rations on runways closer than 2500 feet are currently restricted by 
wake-vortex considerations at touchdown or liftoff. 
spaced further apart than 2500 feet are restricted by considerations in 
ensuring safe parallel flight in approach or departure zones, and in safely 
performing the merge operations as aircraft converge on the parallel-approach 
centerlines beyond the outer mrker of the I S .  
IMC operations on runways 
Parallel-departure operations in IMC are allowed down to 2500 feet 
lateral spacing by sinply imposing a 15 degree divergent course restriction, 
and a similar divergence restriction of 30 degrees is inposed between missed- 
approach and departure aircraft. Tfiese aircraft are guaranteed to start from 
runway centerlines, and diverge thereafter: but for the case of parallel- 
approach operations, aircraft are required to converge and acquire the runway 
centerline, and thence to sustain close parallel flight to the runway, and 
thereafter if missed approaches occur. Thus, parallel-approach operations 
currently become dewdent at 4300 feet lateral separation and are not allowed 
below 2500 feet separation. But the capacity of the approach processes is 
also affected by the inposition of 3 n. mile separations (or 1000 feet in 
altitude) between merging aircraft on either runway. Since the runways are 
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usually separated by less than 3 n. miles, the capacity will be reduced from 
their independent operation values because of the need to maintain separations 
as aircraft converge on each other in the merge area. 
This suggests that approach capacity of close parallel runways can be 
inproved by adopting "split-approach operations" where the final approach 
paths are angled to converge onto the runway centerlines. It also suggests 
that MIS or RNAV guidance and coupled-approach capability should be factors in 
establishing higher-capacity operations of closely-spaced parallel runways. 
An example of one possible configuration for split approaches is shown in 
Figure 1.4. With such convergent-approach operations, it should be possible 
to achieve independent operations to closely-spaced runways down to 2500 feet 
lateral separation where wake-vortex considerations currently apply to 
touchdown operations. 
As can be seen, by angling both approach paths by 15'. the separation at 
turn-on to final approach, at the outer marker, and at visual contact with the 
airport are all increased, or inversely, the parallel runway lateral 
separation can be smaller. 
at 6 n. miles from the runways is 3.1 n. miles more than runway separation 
when 15' convergence is used, so that independent merging operations can be 
carried out to feed both runways from either side. Once established on the 
approach paths, the 
provided for parallel approaches. 
reached, both pilots are oriented towards each other and the runways. 
Provision of a single MLS, or dual angled ILS will provide guidance to 
aircraft, and automatic coupling of aircraft to its angled, convergent 
approach localizer can be required for sirmltaneous operations. 
For example, the separation between outer markers 
(no transgression zone) would be larger than that 
At the point where visual conditions are 
The split approach necessitates a small turn to the runway direction 
which places capability requirements on the pilot or flight control system. 
At night, or in poor visibility, there is a chance of confusing the landing 
runways, particularly if a crosswind is present. 
in the approach lighting may be required, especially for the "rabbit" which 
runs along the centerline of the approach lighting system, or a lighted 
"fence" can be used to denote a non-transgression zone. U s i n g  either MIS, 
The use of different colors 
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ILS, or RNAV as navigation and guidance inputs, the small final turn (15' or 
less) can be flown automatically by advanced flight-control systems at a 
height of 400 feet above the runway elevation to join a short final path of 
roughly 4000 feet to touchdown. At any point on the approach, the missed- 
approach path requires a turn to a divergent direction as soon as possible in 
the missed-approach procedure. 
There would likely be a requirement for pilots to have demonstrated 
their capability to conduct such an angled approach procedure given their 
equipnent capabilities, and to maintain currency in such procedures. The 
procedures and geometries would have to be generally similar for application 
at various airports. Research, simlation, and flight test would be required 
to demonstrate such angled approaches and determine the piloting, navigation 
and guidance, and ATC parameters for safe procedures. 
The capacity iqrovement of split approaches results from having two 
independent merging operations to feed the parallel runways. Landing capacity 
is established beyond the outer marker as explained in Section 1.3. 
separation criteria, if applied between aircraft on opposite parallel 
approaches less than 3 n. miles apart, cause a gradual loss in approach 
capacity due to lengthening one of the approach paths and due to stretching 
the inter-arrival spacing on dependent parallel runways. The lateral 
separation critical to approach capacity is not between the runways, but 
rather the lateral spacing between outer markers, or point of initiation of 
the final approach. 
The An: 
Another solution to improved operations of parallel approaches, vhich is 
practiced today, is to perform a "step-over" maneuver after aircraft have the 
runways in visual contact. This is often a "safety-valve" in spacing a faster 
aircraft behind a slower aircraft on approach. The spacing controller may be 
more venturesame in establishing such spacings if he knows that the slower 
aircraft can be pulled late in the approach to land visually on a close 
parallel or other runway. 
instead of the single turn of the convergent-approach scheme. Another 
possibility for aircraft with advanced flight-control systems is to initiate 
the approach on a widely-spaced path, and to step over to the centerline of 
In this case, the pilot must perform an S-turn 
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the closely-spaced runway after achieving visual contact. 
illustrated in Figure 1.4, but the need for visual descending double or S- 
turns at low level makes this solution inferior to the convergent split 
approaches, where ground-based guidance makes it available to a wider set of 
aircraft, and there is a single, small turn to the runway centerline. 
This is also 
1.6.4 Current Separation Criteria -- VMC Operation of Crossinq Runways 
The general principle underlying the A!K rules (Sections 3-108, 3-123) 
governing visual operations of crossing runways is that a runway can operate 
if the preceding operation on the other runway has cleared it by crossing, 
turning off, or holding short, or if the ATC Tower controller anticipates that 
one of these clearing conditions will occur (Sections 3-104, 3-127). 
wake-vortex separation rules (if one aircraft is a Heavy) require that the 
airborne flight paths do not cross (Section 3-106.c), or 2-minute separations 
if they do cross. This sinple specification that "airborne flight paths not 
cross" is inadequate since the wake vortex could still drift back across the 
other runway. 
The 
This anticipation concept has led to "Hold Short" landing operations on 
intersecting runways in good weather. 
7210.3-1227, which authorizes simultaneous landing operations on intersecting 
runways under the following conditions: 
This has been fomlized in FAA Order 
1) 
2) 
3)  
Runways are dry and braking action is good 
VFR, or visual approach separations only 
Hold-short instructions are issued to one pilot in tim to achieve 
his concurrence 
Distance to intersection is known and issued to pilot upon request. 
The controller knows the aircraft type and has knowledge that it is 
capable of "hold short" landings within the intersection distance. 
4) 
The problems of simultaneous missed approaches and wake-vortex 
separation are apparently circumvented by relying upon the visual-approach 
weather requirements to allow assignment to the pilots of responsibility for 
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separation assurance from the other aircraft and its wake vortex. At least, 
it seems implicit that the controller will not anticipate a missed approach. 
This "Hold Short" operation provides additional landing capacity at many 
major airports in marginal weather conditions. 
conducted down to ceilings of minimum vectoring altitude plus 500 feet, and 
visibilities of 3 n. miles or better.) The loss of multiple approaches as 
ceiling or visibility drop below these values causes a major reduction in 
arrival capacity for the airport, since there are no criteria currently for 
simultaneous approaches to convergent , intersecting runways under IMC 
conditions. It is a topic of current research by the FAA (see FAA-EM-82-4, 
Requirements for Instrument -roaches to Converging Runways, L.C. Newman, 
W.J. Swedish, T.N. Shimi, Mitre Corp., Sept&r 1981, and other reports). 
(Visual Approaches can be 
1.6.5 Current Separation Criteria - IMC Cperation of Crossing Runways 
Under radar operations, Section 5-113.b.2 authorizes an IMC departure 
when the preceding departing aircraft has passed the intersection (or is 
anticipated to do so) provided that the runways diverge by more than 15 
degrees. Presumably, Section 3-106.c applies and the preceding aircraft 
should not be airborne through the intersection if it is a Heavy aircraft. 
This is the only IMC operation currently authorized for crossing runways. 
is not clear why the preceding aircraft could not be an arrival, and it is 
possibly an oversight in writing Section 5-115 of the A!IC Handbook. 
Certainly, controllers currently do allaw IMC departure release after a 
crossing landing has touched down and cleared the intersection. 
It 
Currently, there are no authorizations for SimUltaneousD or dependent 
landing operations on crossing runways in IMC conditions. 
weather minima for landings on crossing runways is that for Visual &proaches 
- 500 feet above minimum vectoring altitude and 3 nautical miles visibility. 
This all- visual separation if a missed approach occurs. 
In this case, the 
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1.6.6 Landing Ope rations on Crossinq  ways in IMC 
It is difficult to foresee the operation of simultaneous landings on 
crossing runways under IMC conditions where ATC is responsible for safe 
separation. Unlike the split approach to close parallel runways, the landing 
aircraft will actually cross the other landing path. 
are near touchdown points, ATC could schedule alternate touchdowns, (using 
advanced technology) but there is a risk of wake-vortex encounters from 
uncertainty in touchdown points. 
If the crossing points 
men the crossing point is further down the runway from touchdown, A!K 
would have to control the flare, braking and deceleration of the landing 
aircraft to influence the time of reaching the crossing point. 
be unrealistic even for highly automated aircraft where the braking 
performance can be prescheduled. 
This seems to 
However, when the crossing point is far enough down the runway it should 
be possible to extend the weather conditions under which "Hold Short" landing 
operations can occur. This procedure effectively uncrosses the landing paths 
by declaring one of the landing runways to "end" short of the other when it is 
felt that sufficient landing distance is available. 
supplemented by an angled exit parallel to the other runway before the 
crossing point if the runways converge at an angle of 30 degrees or less as a 
"safety valve" whenever errors occurred at critical times. 
This could be 
The critical issue for Hold Short IMC operations would be the provision 
of safe missed-approach procedures for runways with high convergence angles. 
The prabability of potentially-conflicting missed approaches is very small, 
and good monitoring of approach aircraft can determine when such situations 
might be occurring. 
there would be a problem if they were both to call for simultaneous missed 
approaches, then one or the other could be deliberately called into an early 
missed approach. This would be a rare occurrence, particularly if runway 
operations were scheduled to avoid it, supported by improved control over 
merge spacing and groundspeab on approach. 
If aircraft on approach were in such a position that 
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1.7 Sumrrary - Improving the Operational Capacity of Runway Systems 
This critical review is the first  step under a research grant, which has 
the objective of determining ways in which advanced technology can contribute 
to  increasing the operational capacity of runway systems, by creating safe new 
ATC procedures and reducing separation criteria. 
s m r i z e  the various approaches identified in the body of this report. 
forms a starting point for further research. 
In  this section, we shall 
It 
1.7.1 Increasing the Approach Capa c i t y  of a Sinqle Runway 
The most critical capacity a t  major airports is the approach capacity. 
since it limits the landing rate. There are several ways to  increase approach 
capacity i f  we assume advanced technologies for aircraft flight control, 
f l i gh t  displays, d ig i t a l  ccxrrnunications, improved surveillance and tracking, 
and irrproved ground sector displays w i t h  automation. 
1.7.1.1 I n p  roved A X  Displays t o  Reduce Approach Spacing Criteria 
Current approach criteria are distance-based and specified only to  the 
nearest nautical mile, so that they can be easily used by radar controllers. 
The wake vortex criteria are similarly kept simple, by creating only three 
classes of aircraft and ignoring actual landing weight and approach airspeed. 
It would be more efficient to switch t o  time-based separation criteria, where 
the appropriate distance separation is displayed t o  the controller for each 
pair of aircraft. 
Much more complex criteria can then be contemplated which depend on 
ceiling and visibility, winds and atmospheric s tabi l i ty ,  and the expected 
approach speeds. 
scheduled, it is possible t o  display for the spacing controller the distance 
separation a t  merge, which w i l l  produce a desired time interval a t  touchdown 
(either the expected landing occupancy time, or the required wake vortex 
For the closing cases. where there is no intervening takeoff 
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dissipation time, or the desired interval between successive missed 
approaches). For the opening cases, the separation a t  merge is critical, and 
there are various ways of safely achieving reduced in-trail separation i n  the 
merge area. Slower aircraft should be scheduled or metered to  merge as close 
t o  the outer marker as possible, and vectored using vertical separation to  
achieve a reduced initial in-trail spacing. 
1.7.1.2 Automated Display of Vectorinq Cues to Achieve Better Merge Spacinq 
In the discussion of approach capacity, there was a buffer &El2 which 
was required t o  avoid a high violation rate of separation criteria. 
spacing errors can be reduced for any merge controller by creating a set of 
"prorrpts" or "cues" to assist i n  calling vectors and speed changes i n  the 
merge spacing process. 
datalink and advanced f l igh t  control systems. 
The 
Fatomated spacing can also be developed w i t h  digital 
1.7.1.3 Automatic Groundspeed Control on Final Approach 
In establishing a schedule of runway operations and the resulting 
desired spacings. another uncertainty which requires a buffer is the actual 
groundspeed likely to be achieved on final approach. When aircraft are 
capable of autamated 4-D f l i gh t ,  it is possible t o  specify a desired 
groundspeed, and t o  increase the confidence of estimated arrival times a t  the 
runway. Such f l igh t  on approach needs further detailed investigation to  
ensure its safety i n  the presence of micro-bursts. 
reaction of adding thrust when the headwind is encountered, and reducing 
thrust when the tailwind is encountered, after the downburst. 
automatic flight need to designate a mininun safe airspeed which would preempt 
control over groundsped. 
It would give the safe 
Such modes of 
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1.7.1.4 Sequencing and Scheduling of Approach Operations 
There are capacity benefits to both pure approach operations and mixed 
operations from scheduling/sequencing which minimizes the Occurrence of the 
larger separations between certain pairs of aircraft on approach. If desired 
time-based separations are displayed (following Section 1.7.1.1 above), it is 
a small extension to begin scheduling the desired positions of each aircraft 
on the extended centerline (or nambal 3-D STAR). This process also meters 
the arrival flow of aircraft to ensure that delays are not incurred early in 
the metering process, which causes inefficient gaps to occur in the arrival 
flow at the merge area. 
1.7.1.5 Sp lit Approach Paths 
Although introduced in the section of the report dealing with close 
parallel runway operations, the operation of split approach paths will also 
significantly increase the approach capacity of a single runway. The capacity 
increases are a result of providing three initial merge areas and reducing the 
c m n  path length to roughly one mile. The geometry is shown in Figure 1.5. 
Note that an advanced A X  display is required to assist the ATC controller in 
spacing. A coordinated display of desired positions at merge can be shown to 
coordinate all three initial merge paths. 
1.7.2 Increasing the Capacity of Mixed Runway Ope rations 
Inserting departures into the landing flows makes maximum use of the 
There are a n&r of 
runway system, although controllers wish to avoid such mixed operations due to 
their conplexity and requirements for coordination. 
ways to ease this corrplexity, and to create higher capacity departure 
operations during clirrbout . 
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1.7.2.1 Imp roved A!K Displays for Timed Runway @e rations 
The insertion of departures depends on a complex relationship between 
operationalevents, which can be easily resolved and displayed to the Tower 
Controller. The touchdown arrival time can be estimated from radar tracking 
of the next approach aircraft. A complex set of relationships between 
departures on various SIDs (or potential missed approach and departure) on 
crossing, parallel, or the same runway, can be resolved and displayed as a 
"Red, Yellow, Green" color-coded tag. 
enter touchdown, start of roll, and runway exit times. 
time-efficient decisions in the mixed operation of the runway system. 
The Tower Controller would have to 
The benefits would be 
1.7.2.2 Inproved Separation Criteria for Runway Ope rations 
With inproved ability to provide EUX, EX" values based on aircraft 
type and current wind, and time-based wake vortex criteria, a set of more 
complex, efficient separation criteria can be created. 
divergent departures on SIDS (or Missed Approach Procedures) can be used to 
reduce current departure criteria. 
based on a smle categorization of aircraft and rough measures of one-half, 
three-quarters, and one nautical mile separations along the runway. These 
criteria for dual occupancy of the runway can be time-based, dependent on the 
expected performance of each type in terms of approach speed, exit geometry, 
wind speed, and departure speed. 
Knowledge about 
The current runway occupancy criteria are 
1.7.2.3 Automatic Fliqht Alonq Camp lex Departure Butinqs 
The ability of advanced flight control systems to accept and conform to 
conplex 3-D or 4-D departure routings can greatly improve departure sector 
capabilities. Similar effects arise from the capability to fly cqlex Missed 
Approach Paths with good conformance. Lateral separation can be provided by 
creating left or right offsets to the current S I B .  With digital 
carmatnications, the controller can create "ad hoc" SIB,  and transmit them to 
the AFCS for concurrence by the aircrew. 
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1.7.2.4 Scheduling and Sequencinq of mway Ope rations 
The scheduling of both takeoffs and landings on a mixed runway operation 
offers further efficiencies by ensuring that there are minimal gaps in runway 
occupancy at busy times. 
1.7.3 Inp rovinq the Capa city of Multiple Ftunway Ope rations 
At major airports, the high level of traffic demands that more than one 
runway be used at peak times. To ease coordination problems, controllers seek 
to establish independent operation of parallel, or crossing runways for 
landings or takeoffs. Elost of the improvements discussed previously also 
contribute to establishing an efficient multiple runway operation, but there 
are two particular operations identified in this report. 
1.7.3.1 Split Approaches to Close Parallel Runways 
By separating the merge areas for two approach paths, the problems of 
feeding close parallel amroaches are avoided. 
down to the 2500 feet lateral separation required for wake vortex 
considerations can thus be provided w i t h  its doubling of landing rates. 
are a nuher of interesting problems in aircraft flight control, pilot 
handling, etc., associated with the gentle turn to runway direction after 
breakout to VMC under poor visibility, night operations, with the possibility 
of a missed approach, etc., which need to be addressed. 
been in effect at iihshington National for many years, using current A X  and 
aircraft equipnent . 
Independent runway operations 
There 
Such an operation has 
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1.7.3.2 Hold Short Cperations on Crossing Runways 
Today, when ceiling and visibility permit missed approaches to be 
executed in VMC, operations which impose "hold short" conditions on landing 
aircraft are authorized. By scheduling runway operations, and by providing 
missed approach procedures which diverge from the other runway, it is possible 
to extend these operations to much lower ceilings and visibilities. 
extension would provide multiple approaches to many major airports at periods 
when they need them, and is similar to the prior proposal for close parallel 
runways with angled approaches. The critical operation in both cases is 
simultaneous missed approaches from a point near (or after) breakout to visual 
conditions, 
This 
PAliT 2. THE DEvELxlpMENT OF RISK-EASED SEPARATION CRITERIA 
FOR ATC OPERATIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
Part 2 of this report discusses the problems involved i n  establishing 
efficient separation criteria appropriate to various air traffic situations.  
These criteria necessarily involve a tradeoff between safety and capacity -- 
if  they are reduced, then capacity is increased and safety is decreased. 
However, i f  a "Target Level of Safety" (TIS) can be established which sets a 
l i m i t  for the risk incurred i n  any encounter between aircraft, then 
"efficient" separation criteria are those which achieve a TLS w i t h  m i n i m a l  
values of separation and therefore provide maximum capacity to  ATC operations. 
There is a need for research on the process by which these separation criteria 
are established. 
We shall discuss a rational approach to  establishing a structure which 
allows the analysis of separation criteria for a l l  general ATC operations, and 
for runway system operations i n  particular. 
used t o  establish separation criteria ~ i c h  achieve a TLS under various 
traffic encounter situations, and which then allows these criteria t o  be a 
function of advanced technology in surveillance, connnunications, and f l i gh t  
guidance. These advanced separation criteria w i l l  be more complex, expressed 
perhaps as particular t o  each pair of aircraft of known capabilities, or each 
particular traffic situation, weather situation, etc., and may be expressed i n  
terms of time instead of radar distances. W i t h  advanced display technology, 
these more complex, efficient ATC separation criteria become feasible, since 
the human controllers need not be tasked to remember and apply them. 
Hopefully, this structure can be 
Advanced technologies should allow a reduction in ATC separation 
criteria and a corresponding increase in ATC capacity. 
aircraft f l i gh t  guidance technology improve performance in track keeping and 
altitude keeping, i.e., the conformance to  assigned paths; improvements i n  
Improvements i n  
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surveillance technology provide the ground monitor w i t h  better knowledge on 
current aircraft position, speed, and direction: improvements in ccxmnunication 
technology allow faster transfer of information and c-ds between ground 
and aircraft. 
w i l l  require an investment cost. 
from increased capacity due t o  reduced ATC separation criteria i f  we can 
establish the links between risk and per fomce and technology, and use them 
to  establish reduced separation criteria for ATC operations. 
Introducing these advanced technologies into ATC operations 
The benefits t o  offset their cost can come 
2.2 Concepts for ATC Separation -- Hazard, Separation, and Alert Criteria 
The purpose of sett ing separation criteria i n  ATC operations is t o  avoid 
the occurrence of encounters between pairs of aircraft which are judged t o  be 
unsafe. These unsafe encounter events can be called hazard events, or near- 
m i s s  events, or ultimately mid-air collisions. Note that while the u l t k t e  
purpose is to prevent collisions between aircraft, a hazard or near-miss is 
often used t o  define an "unsafe encounter". A collision is easily defined, 
but there is a necessary exercise of judgment in establishing hazard criteria 
for various traffic encounter situations in terms of m i s s  distance, or m i s s  
time. Given the definition for "hazard criteria", H ,  the TLS can then be 
stated i n  terms of the average frequency of violation of hazard criteria or 
the risk of incurring a "hazard event" over the e n s d l e  of a large rimer of 
similar traffic encounter situations. 
Given H and TLS, there is another set of "separation criteria", S, which 
guides the establishment of A K  operations and procedures. 
criteria" are followed, they should achieve the TLS in terms of risk of hazard 
events, averaged over a large nmber of encounters. 
criteria" because they w i l l  be violated 50% of the t i m e  by small  deviations. 
There is no absolute or inviolate application of S criteria. They are 
intended t o  be achieved on average such that TIS is achieved on an average 
over a l l  similar traffic situations, i.e., the risk of a hazard event is below 
TLS. 
magnitude larger than H. 
If these "working 
They are called "working 
It is not an unsafe event i f  S is violated, as S is roughly an order of 
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An example of S is the current altitude separations of 500 feet VFR, 
1000 feet IE'R below Flight  Level 290,  and 2000 feet for IFR above E?., 290. A 
hazard dimension i n  the vertical is roughly 250 feet. and the altitude-keeping 
performance of aircraft could be taken as 2100 feet a t  lower altitudes. 
je t  aircraft, it has been thought that their altitude-keeping perfornrance 
degrades with altitude such that around FL 290 the value of S should be 
increased to  2000 feet. 
altitude than FL 290 can be safely used). The point is that aircraft flying 
an airway assigned t o  adjacent altitudes are violating these altitude 
separations 50% of the time by small deviations without creating an unsafe 
event. 
For 
(This is currently under review t o  see i f  a higher 
A t  present there is some inconsistency i n  the U.S .  concerning the 
concept of a working separation criteria. 
adjacent parallel routes, co-altitude, under radar control a t  a spacing 
corresponding t o  a radar separation criteria of 3 n. miles, each small 
violation of 3 n. mile separation would be declared an "Operational Error" 
which is often considered t o  be synonymous w i t h  "unsafe event" or "hazard". 
Here we are defining S as a nmina lo r  working separation for ATC operations, 
expected to  be violated 50% of the time, and selected to  achieve TIS over an 
e n d l e  of similar traffic encounters. It is not a hazardous event i f  S is 
violated, but  only when H is violated. 
If two aircraft are assigned t o  f l y  
There is another type of operational criteria used i n  monitored traffic 
situations called "Alert Criteria", A. They are used to  provide an alert or 
warning t h e  to  controllers of the predicted violation of either H or S 
criteria. By projecting the future position of a particular pair of aircraft 
(usually based on a straight-path projection a t  current estimated path speed), 
these criteria are intended to provide the controller w i t h  j u s t  sufficient 
t h e  to  ccmunand a resolution maneuver t o  avoid violation of H or S. We shall 
designate these two types of alert criteria as "HA", for Hazard Alert, and 
"CA", for Conflict Alert. (The future violation of separation criteria is 
usually called a "conflict".) We are now in a position t o  develop a structure 
for risk-bsed separation criteria for two basic types of traffic situations - 
- unmonitored and monitored. 
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2.3 Separation Criteria for Unmonitored Traffic Situations 
In the unmonitored situation, aircraft are assigned t o  a f l i gh t  plan 
which is separated from adjacent f l i gh t  plans by some distance/altitude/th 
criteria. 
They are chosen such that the risk of a hazard is below the TIS. Since there 
can be no monitoring of the conformance of aircraft to  the assigned track, or 
of the actual separation between aircraft on adjacent tracks, the risk of a 
hazard occurring depends solely upon the performance of the aircraft i n  
conforming t o  assigned altitudes, tracks, and times. 
"Flight Technical Error", or "Arrival The Error" describe the average 
expected deviation from track, altitude, and t i m e  for this particular traffic 
situation. If the statistics on conformance capabilities of aircraft in the 
traffic mix are known, the required separation between tracks or altitudes to  
achieve TIS can be found and stated in terms of some multiple of the average 
deviations expected. 
We shall denote these unmonitored separation criteria as "Sua. 
'Track Wander", or 
For example, consider the case of traffic on parallel adjacent tracks a t  
In Figure 2.1, we show three parallel tracks. Aircraft A the same altitude. 
is proceeding northbound a t  speed VA. 
southbound at speed VF towards a "frontal" encounter w i t h  A. 
aircraft 0, proceeding northward a t  a speed Vo > VA towards an overtake 
encounter w i t h  A. The tracks are separated by S,. 
deviation statistics for a l l  aircraft which use these tracks from a long-term 
data-gathering survey. It is characterized by a probability density function 
pdf(yI for a crosstrack deviation y, which has a zero mean and a standard 
deviation Q Assuming the behavior of aircraft are statistically 
independent, we can derive the pdf (%/SUI where 4. is the lateral separation 
between a pair of aircraft given they are nominally separated by S,. 
distribution is also shown i n  Figure 2.1 for the overtake encounter. 
To its left  is aircraft F, proceeding 
To the right is 
W e  know the track 
Y' 
This 
If we define the Hazard criteria, H, t o  be a circle of radius H around 
A, then w e  know the risk that 4. < H. 
the pdf (%/SUI curve *en -H 5 "y < H. 
the slope of the probability curve is very small when pdft0) is of the order 
of 
It is given by the shaded area under 
It is approxbtely 2H pdf(0) since 
or more, and S, is an order of magnitude larger than shy. 
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To have a hazard event, the aircraft must also have Ax < H a t  the time 
when 4. < H (where Ax is the along-track separation). 
encounter, the time of overlap is 2H/(V0 - VA> when Ax < H. 
encounter, the overlap time is 2H/(VF + VA) which generally is smaller i n  
duration than the overtake encounter. Interestingly, this causes the risk of 
a hazard occurring to  be smaller for each frontal encounter, but  this is 
exactly offset by a higher expected rate of occurrence of frontal encounters 
(which is directly proportional t o  the relative speeds), so that the hazard 
risk overall w i l l  be identical i f  Su is the same for frontal and overtake 
cases and traffic densities are uniform. 
For the overtake 
For the frontal 
The desired separation Su is chosen t o  achieve TLS. However, it can be 
difficult to  obtain statistical confidence in this methodology since TLS is 
very small, and a large nurrber of real world observations are required to  
define the ta i ls  of the pdf(%) for a l l  aircraft in the expected traffic mix. 
This observation activity could take a nun-ber of years during which the track- 
keeping per fomce of aircraft and the mix of aircraft could be changing. 
The observed track-keeping performance is the result of various error sources 
-- wind fluctuations, navigation equipnent errors, guidance laws, etc. 
"normal" performance could be predicted by analyticalmethods, given knowledge 
of these error sources, but there are also some "abnormal" sources of error 
from equipment failure or human failure (blunders -- e.g., where the pilot or 
controller selects the wrong path). Since Su is large, the ta i ls  of pdf 
may be dominated by these abnormal modes rather than the normal performance of 
the f l i g h t  guidance systems. 
The 
The value of Su required t o  reach a desired TLS in  Figure 2.1 depends on 
the statistical evidence on track-keeping. 
normal mode, then improvements in lateral track-keeping system performance i n  
the mix of aircraft w i l l  allow proportional reduction in S,. 
aircraft can be classified into groups with known levels of per fomce,  then 
reduced values of Su could be applied between pairs of aircraft belonging t o  
groups with higher performance levels. 
values applicable under particular circumstances which could be displayed to 
the ATC controller as they occur. 
If this data is dominated by the 
If the mix of 
This creates a complex set of Su 
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If the data is dminated by the abnormal modes, then improvements i n  Su 
must cane from the abi l i ty  t o  reduce abnormal errors by improving e q u i p n t  
maintenance or improving man-machine relationships, or t o  provide a secondary 
check for abnormal errors (e.g. from ground surveillance i n  monitored traffic 
situations). 
2.4 Separation Criteria for Monitored Traffic Situations 
For monitored traffic, aircraft are assigned t o  a track and altitude, 
If a specific pair of proximate aircraft (called an 
and then their actual position and altitude and separation from another 
aircraft is monitored. 
"encounter pair") is observed t o  be closing on hazard or separation criteria, 
corrective resolution c m d s  can be issued by the controller. Thus, we have 
monitored separation criteria, %, applicable in  real time to each individual 
pair of aircraft, not average criteria for the ensemble of a l l  traffic i n  some 
situation. Mow there are several factors, normal and abnoml, which 
determine the values of such separation criteria, %. 
First. the expected confomce of aircraft to  their assigned tracks and 
altitudes is still a factor. 
the controller, there is still an expectation that the aircraft w i l l  conform 
w i t h  a high degree of reliability t o  its intended f l igh t  path without any 
sudden or large deviation. Second, the accuracy and t b  response of the 
surveillance system is now a factor -- both in position/altitude as well as 
rates of position/altitude. 
and direction to  monitor closures between the encounter pair. 
mi le  the actual deviation may be observed by 
The controller needs changes i n  altitude, speed, 
The third nom1 factor in  setting separation criteria for monitored 
traffic may be called the "Encounter Resolution Performance" of the system. 
This is determined by the corrbined encounter resolution response time of the 
ground monitoring system, air-ground cmunication system, and the aircraft 
f l igh t  control system i n  performing the following stages of Encounter 
Resolution : 
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1) Encounter Prediction and Declaration 
2) Generation of Resolution (hnnands 
3 )  
4) 
5 )  Execution of Resolution coarmands 
Transmission of Camnands t o  Aircraft 
Acceptance and Acknowledgment of Camrrrands by Aircraft 
All of the above stages require time t o  accomplish, and as a result, 
separation criteria for monitored t ra f f ic  are real ly  determined i n  the time 
dimension, although there are corresponding distance values. 
response time in Encounter Resolution, the time values for a l e r t  criteria can 
be mde small. 
W i t h  good 
In the monitored t r a f f i c  s i tua t ion ,  there are new sources of abnormal 
error.  The effects of airborne equipnent failure or p i lo t  blunders for 
abnormal deviations can be cross-checked by a ground monitoring system, but  
now there can be abnorml errors in  the Encounter Resolution, such as issuance 
of wrong, insufficient, or delayed resolution conunanus by the ground, and 
similar errors in  execution of the resolution commands by the aircrew. 
For traffic situations where normal error sources dominate, it is 
expected tha t  S, can be smaller than S, since the provision of a "Conflict 
Alert" (or "Separation Alert") should ensure that the aircraft pair are i n  a 
resolution maneuver before s,,, occurs. The minimum alert time is the "evasive" 
resolution time, although it is possible t o  resolve encounters earlier w i t h  a 
"soft" alert even when the probability of a true conflict  is lw. 
evasive alert is not in  use currently. 
evasive alert distances are a function of relative speeds and directions in  
the encounter. 
boundary and extends much further in front of an aircraft A than behind it; 
i.e., a frontal  encounter with its higher relative speeds requires more 
distance for the same alert time whereas an overtake encounter can be much 
closer before the resolution is init iated.  
encounter between two aircraft both at 540 k t s  speed, an alert boundary of 60 
seconds requires 18 n. miles whereas for an overtake encounter a t  30 K t s ,  60 
seconds requires only O.5n. m i l e s . )  
This non- 
If t he  alert time were constant, the 
As shown in Figure 2.2,  the CA boundary exceeds the S,,, 
(For example, for a head-on 
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Evasive resolution maneuvers i n  the horizontal plane are shown in  Figure 
2.2 where it can be seen tha t  they may require s l ight ly  varying times t o  reach 
Sm for different angles of encounter. However. the evasive resolution 
maneuver also could be in  the ver t ical  plane where a constant t i m e  independent 
of direct ion is required. 
achieve Sm on average Over a large number of similar resolutions, such tha t  
the risk of a hazard during the resolution meets TLS. 
expect Sm to  be violated by small  amounts roughly 50% of the time. 
s t a t i s t i ca l  basis for establishing confidence in  Sm may be impossible t o  
provide from surveying operational statistics given the rare occurrence of 
such encounters. 
a description of normal error sources. 
The goal of the evasive resolution maneuver is t o  
Once again we would 
The 
It is possible t o  simulate the resolution performance, given 
An example of t h i s  type of t r a f f i c  si tuation and structure of separation 
criteria exists in  the "Conflict Alert" and " M i n i m u m  Safe Altitude BBming" 
(MSAW) systems currently in  operation with the MIS and ARTS systems. 
the underlying rationale for these systems as outlined above does not appear 
t o  exis t  since there is no TLS or rationalization for the E$, values used in  
these systems. For the ARTS I11 Conflict Alert processing, S,,, values of 1.2 
n. miles laterally and 300 fee t  separation i n  a l t i tude have been selected with 
a time a ler t  of 25 seconds. It is not known how these values were selected, 
and they co-exist with larger radar separation criteria. 
However, 
men the monitored t r a f f i c  is assigned t o  follow parallel paths a t  a 
separation Sm, the si tuation creates another a l e r t  cr i ter ion,  HA, called a 
"Hazard Alert". 
intervention called a "Hazard Resolution camand". which reduces the 
probability of a coll ision back t o  the desired TLS. Although the time values 
for evasive Hazard and Conflict Alerts may be similar, the nominal f l i gh t  
along parallel paths in  t h i s  traffic s i tut ion allows an expectation tha t  
cross-track relative velocit ies w i l l  be small. 
distances significantly, such tha t  HA boundaries are smaller than S,,, 
boundaries. It is still expected tha t  S,,, w i l l  be violated roughly one-half 
the time by small deviations, so tha t  HA must be far enough away from E$, t o  
keep the hazard alarm rate small enough t o  be acceptable. 
This allows Sm t o  be less than Su by introducing a control 
This reduces the corresponding 
t 
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The Hazard Alert criteria is based upon information on current 
separation distances and separation rates of adjacent pairs of aircraft. 
These monitoring data generally are obtained from the tracking system of a 
ground surveillance system and are strongly dependent upon surveillance 
precision and update rate. 
be greatly improved if onboard data on speed and heading (or heading rate) are 
downlinked to the ground. Similarly, smaller % and Hazard Alert criteria, 
HA, can be achieved i f  comunication times for Hazard Resolution commands are 
reduced by using datalink systems, and a standard resolution maneuver is 
preprogrammed t o  be executed autamatically w i t h  minimum delay by autcnnatic 
f l i g h t  control systems. 
Estimates of cross-track position and speeds can 
As w i t h  the unmonitored traffic situation, the normal performance of the 
aircraft guidance system (which provides an analytical basis for predicting 
cross-track deviations and alarm rates) is not sufficient for the monitored 
traffic situation, since there is also the possibility of "abnormal" 
performance. 
blunders i n  setting or maintaining inputs t o  the guidance system, errors in 
issuing or receiving or executing resolution c m d s ,  etc. , introduce another 
set of rare events whose probability must be estimated if  we are to  establish 
% and HA criteria which meet a TLS for these parallel traffic operations. 
normal performance is iqroved, these abnormal events may dminate. 
Such possibilities as guidance system malfunction, pilot 
I f  
A schematic representation of separation criteria for parallel traffic 
operations is shown i n  Figure 2.3. 
displaced i n  front of it due t o  the effect of relative speeds for aircraft F 
(which provides a frontal encounter on the left  path) and for aircraft 0 
(which provides an overtake encounter on the right path).  To provide a low 
hazard-alarm rate, a hazard buffer is used whose size depends on the normal 
track-keeping performance of the aircraft. 
critical alert boundary values for the frontal and overtake encounters t o  
establish ScF and Sco, the controlled separation criteria for parallel frontal 
and overtake encounters. 
alert boundary values occur before passage for the frontal case, where the HA 
boundary is further from the track of aircraft A. The fact that the relative 
speeds w i l l  be higher for parallel frontal operations requires more lateral 
The evasive HA boundary for aircraft A is 
'Ibis hazard buffer is added to the 
These take different values because the critical 
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separation t o  ensure sufficient time for hazard resolution; or vice versa, as 
the relative overtake speeds become smaller, the lateral separation criteria 
for parallel overtake operations can be reduced since there is more time t o  
execute hazard resolution. This explains the lower lateral separations for 
same direction close parallel approaches in current operations. 
The prime example of this traffic situation (parallel overtake 
operations) and reduced separation criteria is the current IFR independent 
operation of dual parallel IIS approaches. 
centerline, aircraft are allowed to  f l y  independently under IMC a t  a lateral 
spacing of only 4300 feet. A NTZ (No Transgression Zone) is created between 
the IIS centerlines t o  serve as the HA boundary, and must be a t  least 2000 
feet wide, or a t  least 3150 feet from the other centerline. If A X  
controllers monitoring parallel approaches observe a transgression by one 
aircraft, they intervene to  provide an alert to  that aircraft, and t o  send a 
resolution command to  any aircraft which might be on the opposite centerline. 
Once established on the ILS 
There is an assuqkion i n  this resolution procedure that an abnormal 
event has occurred for the transgressing aircraft and that the resolution 
corrpMnd should be sent to the aircraft whose performance seems normal. 
that an alert boundary has been established for the o m s i t e  centerline, 
independent of whether or not an aircraft is actually there (which allows 
independent operation of the two approach paths). There is a high probability 
that no aircraft is actually there when a significant deviation occurs which 
affects the achieved TLS. 
Notice 
Under these conditions, parallel f l igh t  i n  IMC may be planned a t  a 
lateral separation of 4300 feet, but in WC, these operations are allowed down 
to  700 feet lateral separation w i t h  the pilots responsible for safe 
separation. Yet in  other traffic situations (including the merge operations 
j u s t  prior to  the parallel ILS operation), aircraft under radar control must 
be separated by 18,000 feet ( 3  n. miles). 
5 n. mile radar separations for general monitored traffic situations is 
extremely inefficient. There are many occasions when their violation does not 
result i n  any r i s k  whatsoever. 
where a descending aircraft entered the 3 n. mile, 21000-foot disk surrounding 
The current use of the simple 3 or 
For example, Figure 2.4 shows a situation 
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another aircraft a t  a point 2 n. miles behind and headed away from tha t  
aircraft. A t  the time such a violation of E$, is declared with the implication 
that this is a hazard or unsafe event, there is no possible way in  which a 
coll ision or near-miss can occur. 
Conparison between these unmonitored and monitored situations shows tha t  
separation criteria have been reduced henever improved system performance in  
f l igh t  guidance, cormnunication. and surveillance are present in the traffic 
situation. 
guidance of aircraft, or d ig i t a l  conmumication of alerts and commds, or 
advanced computer displays, or improvd tracking and surveillance of aircraft, 
which provide further improvements i n  performance certainly have the potential 
t o  create new traffic operations with separation criteria reduced below 
current values. 
Advanced technology in the form of 2-D, 3-D, and 4-D automatic 
2.5  Sumnary - Factors in Establishing ATC Separation Criteria 
From the above sections, we can make the following observations about 
establishing ATC separation criteria: 
1) Current separation c r i t e r i a  vary widely for different t r a f f i c  
si tuations.  For example, lateral separation between aircraft varies from 
30,000 feet for radar separation more than 40 n. miles from the radar, or 
18,000 feet when less than 40 n. miles, t o  4300 feet for independent parallel 
f l igh t  i n  IMC on parallel ILS paths, or t o  700 feet for visual paral le l  f l igh t  
on runway approach; or for ver t ical  separation, from 2000 feet  above Flight 
Level 290,  t o  1000 feet in IMC, t o  500 feet in visual conditions. These 
variations implicitly recognize tha t  safety is dependent upon the t r a f f i c  
si tuation and the performance of fl ight guidance, surveillance, and 
cmunica t ion  systems which determine the degree of controllabil i ty over 
aircraft paths. 
2) Separation criteria should be working criteria which are violated t o  
a small  degree roughly 50% of the time. 
Target Level of Safety i n  avoiding an unsafe event called a Hazard or 
Their value is set t o  provide a 
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Collision. men a i rc raf t  are being monitored, it is possible t o  introduce 
Alert cr i ter ia  which provide warning of potential  violations of Hazard and 
Separation cr i ter ia  by any individual pair of a i rc raf t .  This allows monitored 
separation cr i ter ia  t o  be smaller than unmonitored separation criteria. Alert 
criteria are given in the time dimension and are dependent on the geometry and 
speeds of the encounter. 
monitored conditions can have reduced separation c r i t e r i a  measured in 
distance. 
In-trail  and paral le l  t r a f f i c  operations under 
3)  Because Alert criteria are expressed in  time, it is eff ic ient  t o  
express monitored separation criteria in the time dimension also. Mile t h i s  
makes distance c r i t e r i a  dependent upon the speeds of a i rc raf t ,  it is possible 
t o  use current display technology t o  provide a graphic presentation of the 
appropriate distance t o  ATC controllers or aircrew for a particular t r a f f i c  
si tuation. Given: 1) the capabilities of the f l i gh t  guidance systems t o  
operate coupled autamatically t o  2-D, 3-D, or 4-D paths; 2) the capabilities 
of the surveillance system, (perhaps aided by downlinked information from the 
a i rc raf t  f l ight guidance system) t o  track the the pos i t ioda l t i tude ,  and t o  
provide estimates of the i r  rates without excessive delay; 3 )  the capabilities 
of d ig i t a l  comunications t o  reduce the t i m e  for transmission of control 
ccmmands; and f ina l ly  4) the capability of advanced f l i gh t  guidance systems t o  
execute hazard resolution corra~nds pronptly and correctly, it is feasible t o  
create more-complex, eff ic ient  statements of safe separation criteria which 
are applicable t o  each individual pair of a i rc raf t .  
separations in each situation, rather than basing separations on the worst 
case of the t ra f f ic  si tuation and a i rc raf t  mix of capabilities. 
'IFnis allows reduced 
2 . 6  Reducing ATC Separation Criteria mich  Increase Runway Capxi ty  
From the discussions in  Part 1 of t h i s  report, it was suggested br ief ly  
tha t  reductions i n  the following ATC separation criteria w i l l  provide 
improvement in  the operational capacity of runway systems a t  major airports.  
Now we w i l l  d i scuss  in further detail those reductions, trying t o  suggest what 
value might be achieved and showing how improved performance from advanced 
technology might just i fy  them. 
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2.6.1 Reduction in In-Trail Separations on @roach 
Currently, these separations are expressed as 3#4D5D and 6 n. miles 
depending on the type of aircraft. Data from hundreds of thousands of wake 
vortex observations are available to provide statistics on the persistence of 
the wake vortex behind particular aircraft under particular meteorological 
conditions in terms of wind and atmospheric stability. This persistence is 
measured in time - for example, the longest observations of wake vortex 
persistence are 112 seconds behind a B-747, and 87 seconds behind a B-727 
(see Reference 1). 
wake vortex encounter based on maintaining a time separation between aircraft 
at all points on approach. 
aircraft and 120 seconds behind a Heavy aircraft can be taken as a potential 
value for a safe longitudinal time separations on approach. 
There may be sufficient statistics to establish a TLS of 
Here we suggest that 90 seconds behind a Large 
It is also possible to provide vertical separation from the wake vortex 
during approach operations by requiring aircraft to be automatically coupled 
to the initial approach altitude and the glide slope. 
can be maintained within 50-75 feet (1s) at these low altitudes, and if 
longitudinal time spacings are of the order of 90 seconds, the wake vortex is 
displaced below the nminal approach altitudes by several hundred feet except 
near the ground. For the case of a slow, small aircraft following a large, 
faster aircraft, where minimum separations occur at merge and not at the 
runway, this means that longitudinal separation from the wake vortex in the 
merge area can be reduced if good conformance to nominal altitudes can be 
achieved by both aircraft. 
If altitude conformance 
If both approach aircraft are capable of 4-D flight, which implies the 
ability to maintain a constant groundspeed in the face of varying winds as 
altitudes change, then their ability to conform to a desired constant 
groundspeed is also a factor in establishing longitudinal time separations on 
approach. The buffer due to speed error can be reduced for the closing case 
where the faster aircraft catches up to the preceding aircraft at the runway, 
and in fact, speed control could be used to reduce any spacing errors by 
ccmnnanding the desired groundspeed on approach. 
the cdined buffer for speed and spacing errors be taken as 5 seconds. 
As a goal, we suggest that 
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Given a long runway, it may be possible t o  specify a c o m n  groundspeed 
on approach for successive 4-D-capable aircraft which would maintain a 
constant longitudinal separation during the approach. W i t h  close monitoring 
of position and speed, ground control could request small changes in 
groundspeed to  maintain these longitudinal time separations t o  within, say 2 5 
seconds (la) t o  be consistent w i t h  the corhined buffer given above and could 
provide a hazard alert which triggers an automatic hazard resolution/missed 
approach procedure whenever they are too close. 
seconds as 
automatic evasive missed approach capability (EMAP), and d ig i t a l  
cmunicat ions w i t h  the particular pair of aircraft w i l l  allow evasive hazard 
alert c r i te r ia ,  HA, of the order of 30 seconds. 
In proposing 90 and 120 
for these cases, it is presumed tha t  the avai labi l i ty  of 
With a higher scan rate from surveillance radar, or with downlinking of 
groundspeed/airspeed data from the aircraft, the Hazard Alert can be expessed 
as "time t o  zero spacing" using up-to-date measurenuents of longitudinal 
spacings and groundspeeds. 
the evasive missed approach ccnnmand t o  the aircraft with l i t t l e  delay after 
displaying it to  the controller monitoring the  in- t ra i l  operations. With 
cockpit display of the alert, the EMAP can be automatically executed after the 
p i lo t  accepts the cmmand. 
approach w i t h  the controller specifying alternative EMAP paths for successive 
aircraft t o  ensure i n i t i a l  separation between two successive ccmnnands for EMAP 
should that event occur. 
If violated, d ig i ta l  c-ications can transmit 
The EMAP is preprogrannned before ini t ia t ing the 
It is easy t o  establish these values as goals and t o  indicate the 
requisite performance. 
of separation w i l l  require extensive research and f l igh t  test t o  gain 
acceptance by the aviation c m i t y  worldwide. 
report, we shall show the benefits of such reductions in in- t ra i l  separations 
in increasing the capacity a t  Denver and Boston. 
Demonstration of in- t ra i l  operations a t  these levels 
In the next part of this 
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2.6.2 lication of Vertical Separation a t  Merqe 
There is a problem i n  merging a slower aircraft on approach behind a 
faster aircraft. 
landing, and this generally w i l l  result i n  the faster aircraft passing 
directly in front of the slower aircraft a t  minimal separation. It is 
possible t o  apply vertical separation between the aircraft to  ensure safety 
during the merge maneuver, but  i f  the current separation of 1000 feet is used, 
there may not be sufficient time for the second slower aircraft to  descend and 
capture the initial approach altitude for a standard ILS approach, especially 
if  current radar separation criteria are applied. These would require 3 n. 
miles separation t o  open up before allowing the slower aircraft t o  descend. 
This should be accqlished close-in to  avoid a large gap a t  
Given good surveillance and tracking to ensure that the faster aircraft 
has passed and to  confirm that the f i r s t  aircraft is truly faster, it is 
possible t o  clear the slower aircraft down to co-altitude after some smaller 
separation (say 0.5 n. miles). 
t o  maintain its speed, and t o  avoid garbling of the beacon radar returns by 
using Mode S technology. 
It would be necessary to commnd each aircraft 
But it is also reasonable to  consider using only 500 feet vertical 
separation i n  IMC a t  these low altitudes i f  both aircraft are altitude 
coupled. established a t  their assigned altitudes, and have confirmed a common 
altimeter setting. This would ease the problem of getting the slower aircraft 
under the ILS glideslope before acquisition a t  the Outer Marker, or 
alternatively the slower aircraft could remain a t  its 500 foot higher altitude 
and intercept the glide slope early a t  about 1.5 n. miles before the Outer 
Marker. These procedures create a potential wake vortex encounter for the 
next aircraft after the slower aircraft, but if  the next aircraft is faster, 
it w i l l  be spaced to  catch up t o  the slower aircraft a t  the runway, and w i l l  
have greater spacing a t  the Outer Marker. 
may also be assigned to a level either 500 or 1000 feet higher than the 
init ial  approach altitude depending upon its speed d i f f e r v e  from the f i r s t  
slow aircraft. This may require good planning of runway operations and 
automated sequencing and spacing t o  get  the slower aircraft inserted as 
desired into the approach flow. 
If the next aircraft is slower, it 
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2.6.3 Reduced Separation for Close, Parallel Approach Operations 
The current minimum lateral separations of 4300 feet for independent 
parallel IIS approaches under IMC is currently under review t o  see i f  the 
lateral separation can be reduced t o  around 3000 feet. 
used t o  obtain this reduction are some of those indicated by this part of our 
study: 
a radar surveillance system of higher scan rate and improved tracking 
capability to improve alert capability. 
The proposed methods 
i.e., insisting on auto-coupling for a l l  aircraft, and monitoring w i t h  
Dependent parallel IIS operations in IMC are currently allowed t o  2500 
feet w i t h  a 2 n .  mile diagonal separation. The lateral displacement of the 
wake vortex a t  touchdown under gentle crosswinds prevents further reduction 
since there have been some observations close to this distance (see Reference 
1). For visual parallel approaches, the required lateral separation is only 
700 feet currently w i t h  the caveat against overtake by heavy aircraft. 
Denver and Los Angeles, t h i s  has led t o  the use of "visual paired approach" 
procedures where aircraft are deliberately vectored t o  a visual intercept or 
merge, from whence they f l y  alongside each other a t  the same speed t o  a 
"formtion" touchdown. This avoids wake vortex risks since there is no time 
for the vortices t o  reach the other paired aircraft. 
landings w i l l  have normal wake vortex separation criteria. A t  these airports, 
pilots are responsible for maintaining lateral separation from the other 
paired aircraft by visual means during the merge and approach. W i t h  the 
visual paired approach procedure, the landing capacity of the close parallel 
runways is exactly double the capacity of a single runway. 
A t  
The next pair of 
Note that it is almost inpossible for an aircraft deviating from a 
paired parallel position to collide w i t h  its opposite aircraft unless it 
increases i ts  groundspeed/airspeed. This is not true of alternating parallel 
approach procedures where an aircraft is i n  jeopardy from aircraft on the 
o m s i t e  centerline which are s l i g h t l y  ahead of it. 
f i r s t  glance, paired approach procedures offer both higher capacity and 
increased safety from collision or wake vortex encounters when compared t o  
alternating or independent operation procedures. 
Although not obvious a t  
I 
1 
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If we consider using advanced technology t o  reduce the separation for 
close parallel approaches. the c r i t i ca l  criteria is the lateral separation 
which can be safely established for a i rcraf t  flying parallel approaches in 
coupled f l ight .  
procedures are necessary t o  avoid wake vortex considerations a t  touchdown. 
not, then independent parallel approaches becomes the objective between 4300 
and 2500 feet. 
If t h i s  can be less than 2500 feet ,  then paired approach 
If 
In  both cases, the critical la teral  separation criteria may be 
established by the abnormal behavior of aircraft, p i lo t s ,  and e q u i p n t .  If 
so, then the Hazard Alert p e r f o m c e  is c r i t i c a l  for detecting the abnormal 
deviation frm centerline, and in transmitting the resolution coifanand, for 
quick execution of an automatic evasive m i s s e d  approach procedure (EMA1) away 
from the other centerline, or away f r m  the projected position/altitude of the 
deviant aircraft. W i t h  d ig i ta l  communication, the  resolution corraMnd can be 
variable depending upon the ground's knowledge of the deviant path, displayed 
in simple form for acceptance by the p i lo t ,  and automatically inserted into 
the f l i gh t  control system for execution. 
W i t h  advanced technology, it may be possible t o  consider "non-visual 
paired approaches" for dependent operation of close parallel runways at  
spacings less than 2500 feet. 
over the current requirements for "alternating approaches" of 2 n. m i l e s  
diagonal and normal wake vortex separation between aircraft on the same 
centerline (e.g. at  2500 feet, the 2 n. m i l e  diagonal separation requires 3.86 
n. miles between aircraft on the same centerline instead of 3 n. miles). 
merge operation in IMC would require vertical  separation of 500 feet ( i f  
coupled) and perhaps an au tmted  intercept procedure t o  assist controllers in  
achieving the "paired" position alongside each other. when both paired 
a i rc raf t  have acquired their centerlines and are stabil ized in autamatic 
coupled f l igh t  opposite each other along their centerlines, a t  the same speed, 
the higher aircraft could then be cleared t o  descend t o  the i n i t i a l  approach 
a l t i tude ,  or could remain 500 feet higher u n t i l  glide slope intercept. 
This provides approximately a 30% capacity gain 
The 
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The abi l i ty  t o  conduct non-visual paired approach procedures requires 
significant research t o  es tab l i sh  the monitored separation criteria % as a 
function of the performance of the various advanced technologies. 
of performance capabilities in  the landing a i rc raf t ,  it may be d i f f icu l t  t o  
have a simultaneous pair of landing a i rc raf t  equipped t o  perform EMAP unless 
some form of automatic runway scheduling can be provided, or a substantial 
percentage of the landing a i r c ra f t  have t h i s  capability. Rather than expose 
a i rc raf t  t o  the r i s k  of close paral le l  operations throughout a complete 
approach, it may be desirable t o  provide split, angled approach paths which 
merge a f te r  visual conditions are achieved, as discussed later. 
With a mix 
2.6.4 Lateral Offset Separation for Departure Operations 
There are capacity and workload advantages i n  being able t o  provide a 
lateral offset t o  Standard Instrument Departure (SID) paths for successive 
departures. Aircraft of varying weight and clinb performance may pass each 
other while performing the SID. 
advanced fl ight control system which ensures lateral conformce within 600 
fee t ,  (la), then alternative SID paths with lateral spacing of 2 1 n. miles 
may be established, and assigned prior t o  takeoff. This would match the 2 1 
n. mile separation currently used for 15' divergent path departures. 
would allow reduced takeoff intervals, and provide the departure controllers 
w i t h  a safe initial flow of departure a i rc raf t .  
I f  it is possible t o  f l y  the SID with an 
This 
Controllers may desire t o  deviate from the SID later i n  the departure 
The values of 600 feet process as desired for efficiency or other reasons. 
and 1 n. m i l e  are typical of values which might meet a given TLS. 
alternate SID paths could be sinply labelled L ( l e f t ) ,  R ( r igh t ) ,  and then any 
lateral offset ( measured in feet)  could be used t o  achieve TLS for a 
specified conformance capability of the ASID (Autamatic SID) mode of the 
f l igh t  control system. The deviations w i l l  depend on wind strength and 
variations, and the complexity of the SID paths i n  terms of s ize  of angular 
turns ,  length of s t ra ight  segments, source of position information, etc. 
Flight tests of automatic SID functions of an advanced f l igh t  control system 
are necessaryto demonstrate normal performance on the order of 600 feet .  
The 
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PAFtT 3. ESTIMATION OF CAPACITY BENEFITS FROM ADVAMXD TERMINAL AREA 
OPEXATIONS - DENVER AND BCXSTON 
3.1 Introduction 
In t h i s  section we report on the analysis of the capacity of two of the 
principal a i rports  in  the United States; Denver's Stapleton International 
Airport (DEN) and Boston's Logan International Airport (Bos). These are, 
respectively, the sixth and tenth busiest a i rports  in  the United States with 
respect t o  the n u h r  of passengers moved through them i n  1984 and both rank 
among the 15 busiest in the world, as w e l l .  
The purposes of the section are several. F i r s t ,  t o  illustrate through 
two examples, the  process of performing a complete capacity analysis of an 
airport ,  taking into consideration a l l  the possible runway configurations, 
weather conditions, t r a f f i c  mix, rules on runway usability, etc. 
introduce the important concept of the "Capacity Coverage Chart" (CCC), a 
concept that  allows one t o  s m r i z e  the capacity characterist ics of an 
a i rport  in a manner useful t o  airport and ATC planners and administrators. 
Finally, t o  draw scine conclusions regarding the capacity needs of the two 
specific airports examined and the most promising ways for satisfying these 
needs. 
Second, t o  
It should be emphasized that  we deal here only w i t h  airside capacity 
issues and specifically with issues regarding runway capacity. M i l e  a t  Bos 
the runway capacity is undoubtedly the determinant of the overall airside' 
capacity (i .e., the runways constitute the principal a i rs ide "bottleneck" of 
the airport)  it was suggested t o  us that a t  DEN parts of the gate/apron system 
may also be inadequate and impose their own limitations on airside capacity. 
However, t h i s  last question was beyond the scope of t h i s  research. 
'It has became quite apparent recently tha t  the landside capacity of Logan 
Airport may currently be less than the airside capacity. This is primarily 
due t o  the deficiencies of the p a r k i r g  and road-access systems. 
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The rest of t h i s  section is organized as follows. We f i r s t  present, in  
considerable detail ,  the approach used for the capacity analysis in general 
form. 
capacity coverage chart for DEN. Subsequently, we give a sumnary (since the 
steps are entirely analogous t o  those for DEN) of the corresponding work for 
Bos. In each case, a last subsection draws some conclusions with respect t o  
current capacity a t  DEN and Bos individually. 
We then discusses that analysis and the derivation of the current 
Finally, a last section introduces some of the advanced ATC procedures 
and reduced separation criteria which have been discussed in Parts 1 and 2 t o  
demonstrate their potential benefits. 
of the capacity coverage chart - t o  ensure that  particular improvements a t  an 
airport  are not dminated by other operations, i .e . , to  identify which new ATC 
procedures pay off a t  the airport  by showing their  annual or seasonal 
contribution in terms of increased operations per hour by some percentage of 
time. 
This demonstrates one of the purposes 
3.2 The Capacity Coverage Approach for Airport Capacity Analysis 
3.2.1 Description of the Procedure 
It is important t o  realize a t  the outset that the capacity of an airport 
is not constant over time. "Capacity" in  t h i s  context-and throughout t h i s  
report-refers t o  the hourly "saturation" (or "maximum throughput") capacity of 
the airport ,  i.e. the nunber of operations tha t  can be conducted during an 
hour in  the presence of continuous demand and without violating a i r  t r a f f i c  
control separation requirements. 
airport  capacity during any given hour is a function of the following: 
In l ight  of t h i s  definition it is clear that  
- runway configuration ( i .e ., assignment of takeoff / landing operat ions 
t o  runways) 
- weather and wind conditions 
- aircraf t  mix 
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- operations ratio (percentage of landings and percentage 
of take-offs) 
- aircraft-to-runway assignment patterns 
Because all of the above parameters that affect airport capacity are 
Therefore the long-term average value of the hourly capacity is 
variable and some may change randomly, hourly capacity itself is a random 
variable. 
used as a proxy value for this randm variable. 
must be estimated for each given set of the above parameters. 
This long-term average value 
The procedure to be used in a capacity analysis of an airport follows 
directly from the above observations and definitions. 
a five-step process. The first three steps, involve case-identification (or 
"input preparation") : the last two steps are computational. 
It can be summarized as 
Step 1: Obtain weatherlwind related information relevant to the 
airport. This means: 
(i) identification of the various weather (i .e. ceiling/visibility) 
categories corresponding to existing or potential operational 
runway configurations and terminal area approach procedurest (these 
are designated VFR-1, VFR-2 , IFR-1 , IFR2 , IFR-3, IER-4, here for 
Boston) : 
rules on crosswind and tailwind tolerances for runway operations; 
and 
annual or seasonal airport weather/wind roses for each category of 
weather identified under (i) above. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Step 2: Identify all runway configurations that can be used in each 
The sets of runway configurations that are available in each 
weather category as well as associated A!X procedures and separation 
requirements. 
weather category may obviously be different. 
be used for landings under W C  (Visual Meterological Conditions) weather 
conditions may not be usable for landings under IMC (Instrument Meteorological 
Conditions) weather, due to insufficient instrumentation. 
approach procedures and requirements may also change with the weather. 
For example, a runway which can 
Similarly, the ATC 
Two 
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runways which can be operated independently in VMC weather may become 
dependent under IMC. 
Step 3: Identify the traffic mix and aircraft-to-runway assiqnment 
patterns for each of the runway configurations of Step 2 .  
to-runway and operations-to-runway assignment patterns will vary with runway 
configuration in use and prevailing wind/weather corbination. 
runway which is used only for turbo-jet landings under one particular 
configuration may be used for all t p s  of operations and all types of 
aircraft under another. Perhaps less obviously, the overall aircraft mix at a 
major airport m y  vary as well with weatherlwind conditions. For example, the 
percentage of general aviation aircraft in the mix (especially that of single- 
engine props) may decline significantly in IFR weather. 
Clearly, aircraft- 
For example, a 
Step 4: For each of the runway configurations of Step 2 and its 
associated mix and assignmen t patterns, compute the airport's capacity. 
all but the sirplest cases. a computer program will probably be necessary at 
this step. Available programs can be either analytical/mathematicalmodels or 
simulations and can cover a wide range of capabilities. ccanplexity and 
sophistication. 
Simulation Model are well-known ones that can be used for this purpose. 
Several airport consulting companies have developed their own proprietary 
models, as well. 
analytical model RUNCAP and the simulation model RUNSIM. both developed at 
PIIT, were used. 
In 
The FAA Airfield Capacity Model and the FAA Airfield 
In the case of the BOS capacity analysis reported below, the 
Step 5:  Rank the runway confiqurations in order of decreasing capacity, 
compute the marqinal availability of each confiquration and draw the capacity 
coverage chart (a) for the airport. 
discussion of the CCC - the ultimate output of a capacity analysis - are 
presented below. 
The details of Step 5 ,  including a 
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3 . 2 . 2  The Capacity Coverage Chart (032) 
The E C  is a procedure, developed recently at MIT, for the purpose of 
s-rizing the capacity characteristics of an airport in a m e r  useful to 
airport and An: operators, planners, and administrators. It is based on the 
observation that during periods of high demand, the air traffic controllers 
will use the available runway configuration which offers the highest capacity 
under the prevailing weather/wind cabination. This implies the following: 
Assume that n possible runway configurations exist at an airport (these n 
configurations would be identified under Step 2 of the procedure outlined in 
the preceding subsection). Assume also that these configurations have been 
ranked in order of decreasing capacity (based on the results of Step 4 of our 
procedure) and labeled El, 2 ,  . . . , nl , with configuration 1 being the 
configuration with the highest capacity and n the configuration with the 
lowest. 
high demand periods and for any given prevailing weather/wind conbination, a 
particular configuration i (i=l, 2 ,  . . . , n) which can be used with that 
prevailing weather/wind cabination, will be actually used only if all higher- 
ranked configurations, i.e. configurations 1 through i-1, cannot be used for 
the prevailing weather/wind cabination . 
It then follows from our earlier observation that. at least during 
The definitions of "availability" and "marginal availability" of runway 
configurations becane important at this point. The availability of a runway 
configuration for each weather (i.e. ceiling and visibility) category is the 
percentage of time that the configuration can be used due to 
crosswind/tailwind constraints h e n  the specified weather category prevails. 
Runway configuration availability can be determined directly from the 
appropriate wind/weather rose for an annual or seasonal planning period. 
next section for examples. 1 
(See 
The marginal availability of a runway configuration for each weather 
category is the percentage of time when this configuration is available while 
no other configuration of higher capacity is available. 
availabilities are also determined from the appropriate windheather roses 
(see next section for examples) . 
Marginal 
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Because of the fact that computing the availability and marginal 
availability of runway configurations is a tedious and very time-consming 
task - and becomes particularly so when a large nlrmber of runway 
configurations exists at an airport - work has been undertaken under this 
research project to develop a computer program that "automates" this task. 
Step 5 of the procedure which we outlined in the previous sub-section 
then consists of the following steps: 
(i) Rank by capacity from highest to lowest and list all configurations 
available for a given weather category (e.g. VFR-1, VFR-Z/IFR-l, 
etc . I  
(ii) Determine, using the appropriate wind/weather rose, the marginal 
availability of each configuration. 
(iii) Plot the capacity of a configuration against the percentage of 
time corresponding to that configuration 's marginal 
availability, as illustrated below, beginning with the 
highest-ranked configuration and proceeding down the ranked 
list of configurations. This plot is the OX. 
The following example should clarify the process. Consider the 
hypothetical data on Figure 3.1. 
different runway configurations (A,B,C, and D) are available. A offers the 
highest capacity (95 operations per hour) and D the smallest ( 7 4  per hour). 
The data include both the total availability and the marginal availability of 
each configuration (obtainable from the VFR-1 weather/wind rose for that 
airport) . For instance, Configuration B is available 39 percent of the the 
when VFR-1 conditions prevail at this airport, but its marqinal availability 
is only 21 percent; for the remaining 18 percent of the time when 
Configuration B is available, Configuration A is also available and will be 
preferred to B since it offers higher capacity. 
For the WR-1 weather category, four 
I 
i 
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The capacity coverage chart for this set of data is shown in the lower 
part of Figure 3.1. Configuration C does not appear a t  a l l  on the capacity 
coverage chart ,  despite its higher capacity compared t o  Configuration D, which 
does appear i n  the chart. The reason, as the marginal availabil i ty column 
indicates, is that the availabil i ty of Configuration C always coincides w i t h  
the avai labi l i ty  of a higher capacity configuration (i .e., A or B or both) . 
Note also tha t  for three percent of the time when VFR-1 weather prevails, the 
capacity of the airport  in  question is equal t o  zero. (Presumably, for three 
percent of the t ime ,  the wind speed and direction is such that  none of the 
hypothetical a i rpor t ' s  configurations is available for use) . 
A f ina l  comment pertains t o  the assumption that when two or more 
configurations are available, the higher capacity configuration w i l l  be used. 
This assumption presumes that  noise preferential selection of runways is given 
secondary consideration when t r a f f i c  demand is high; howver, it does not 
preclude the use of noise preferential runway configurations a t  times of the 
day (or seasons of the year) when t ra f f ic  demand does not approach or exceed 
the capacity of these configurations. 
Different patterns of configuration use (as dis t inct  from availabil i ty) 
would result by adopting a policy of selecting the lowest noise configuration 
available (provided hourly average delay did not exceed some stated value). 
Since this study is concerned s t r i c t ly  w i t h  the capacity of DEN and BOS (i.e.,  
the maximum capability of the airport t o  serve a i rc raf t  demand) , the 
derivation and use of the capacity coverage charts based on availabil i ty is 
ent i re ly  appropriate. 
The CCC can be produced for each weather category, and/or for a l l  
categories conbined. An average hourly capacity then can easily be corrrputed 
for the  airport for the annual or seasonal planning period. 
weather/wind rose data can also be restricted t o  certain hours of the day 
corresponding t o  day/night, or non-curfew hours for the airport) .  
advantage of using CCC is t o  determine exactly the improvement i n  capacity 
which would occur w i t h  introduction of new procedures, separations, or runway 
configurations a t  this airport .  
configuration C in  Figure 3.1 w i l l  not change the CCC u n t i l  it exceeds the 
(Note tha t  the 
The major 
For example, any improvement for 
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capacity of configuration B. 
affect  the CCC. and vice versa. The CCC identifies those configurations and 
improvements which do make a contribution t o  increasing the overall capacity 
a t  the airport. 
There are many improvements which w i l l  not 
3.3. p g p  lication: Denver 
The capacity analysis of Denver's Stapleton International Airport relied 
on: a FAA Delay Task Force study of the airport  which was ccanpleted i n  1980: 
weather and wind data suppl ied on computer tape by the National C l i m a t i c  Data 
Center: an on-site, one-day v i s i t  with FAAterminal area personnel: and a 
review of extensive recent (1984) data based on tower and TRACON logs. 
We now connnent briefly on the application t o  DEN of each of the f ive  
steps of the approach described in  the previous section. 
is shown i n  Figure 3.2. 
An airport  diagram 
3.3.1 Description of Steps in  Ccarrp uting Capacity Coveraqe Chart for Denver 
Step 1: F7eather categories, their  definitions and their percentage 
Occurrence are  shown and plotted in  Figure 3.3. 
the Appndix to  Part 3 present the information, drawn from 29,215 observations 
made in  the 1965-74 period, on which the windweather roses t o  be used in Step 
5 were based. It was learned tha t  since the spring of 1982, DEN has been 
operating w i t h  a "20-knot crosswind, 10-knot tailwind" tolerance rule. Prior 
t o  that, including the period of the FAA Delay Task Force Study, a "15-knot 
crosswind, 7-knot tailwind" r u l e  was in  effect .  This change allows more 
extensive use of the higher capacity configurations, increasing the a i rpor t ' s  
capacity as shown by an improved CCC. 
Figures A.3.1 and A.3.2 in 
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Steps 2 and 3: The runway configurations in use at Denver are shown in 
Figure 3 .4  together with the associated weather categories. The designation 
"VFR" includes both the VFR-1 and VFR-2 categories (see Figure 3.3)  and "IFR" 
includes both IFR categories. The configurations have been nunbered 1 to 11 
for convenience. Caparisons of tower logs for 1984 with the FAA Delay Task 
Force Study of 1980, indicated that the 11 configurations shown in Figure 3 . 4  
comprise an exhaustive list of DEN configurations and that this list was the 
same in 1980 and in 1984-85. At other major airports, there may be several 
times this nLlrrber of operating configurations available. 
In addition to aircraft-to-runways and operations-to-runways assignment 
patterns, the traffic mix has remained essentially the same since 1980 at DEN 
as shown by Figure A.3.3 in the Appendix to Part 3 .  (While the percentage of 
cmter/air taxi operations has increased and that of general aviation 
operations has decreased. the breakdown between air carrier operations, on the 
one hand, and cmuter/air taxi plus general aviation, on the other, has 
remained virtually unchanged since 1980.) 
Step 4: The airport capacities for each of the configurations 1-11 were 
obtained from the FAA Delay Task Force study and listed in Figure 3 . 5 .  Since 
the traffic mix and aircraft-to-runway and operations-to-runway assignment 
patterns have remained unchanged since 1980, as just notd, these airport 
capacity estimates are still valid as well. 
these capacity estimates was not possible, since a model capable of 
representing the simultaneous operation of five active runways, as required 
for DEN, is not currently available at MIT). 
(An independent confirmation of 
With respect to the capacities shown in Figure 3.5 ,  it should be noted 
that VFR-2 weather represents only a very small proportion of VFR weather 
(4 .65  out of 94.6% total as indicated in Figure 3.3)  . 
configurations (1-7) , only in one case (that of configuration 1) is there a 
significant difference (about 10%) between the VFR-1 and the VFR-2 capacities 
time under VFR-2 conditions, it was decided to merge the VFR-1 and VFR-2 
capacities into a single column, shown as simply VFR in Figure 3 .5 .  The 
capacity shown in each row of the VFR column is a weighted (for percentage of 
use) average of the VE'R-1 and VFR-2 capacities and, as might be expected, 
Since out of the 7 VE'R 
C 3 -  
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virtually the same as the VFR-1 capacity. 
fact that IFR-1 and IFR-2 capacities are virtually identical for each of the 
configurations 8-11, a single IFR capacity has been used in every one of these 
four cases, as shown. This single capacity is again computed as the weighted 
average of the IFR-1 and IFR-2 capacities. 
In a similar spirit, due to the 
Step 5 :  This step involves the ranking of the 11 Denver configurations, 
the computation of marginal availabilities for each configuration and the 
plotting of CCCs for Denver. The computation of marginal availabilities for 
VFR weather is shown on the wind roses in Figure A.3.4 through A.3.10 of the 
Appendix to Part 3 ,  while the corresponding analysis for IFR weather is shown 
in Figures A.3 . l l -A.3.14. 
It is worth considering a couple of these Figures in order to explain 
the procedure. 
highest ranked configuration in terms of capacity (see Figure 3.5) with a 
capability of 150 operations per hour. 
the runway pairs 26 (and of their third parallel runway 25) and 35, the cross- 
hatched area in Figure A.3.4 shows the part of the wind rose "covered" by 
Configuration 1 for a 20-knot crosswind and 10-knot tailwind tolerance. In 
other words, for the annual percentage of time covered by the cross-hatched 
area, Configuration 1 is available for use. 
Consider Figure A.3.4 which refers to configuration 1, the 
Since Configuration 1 implies use of 
Turning now to Figure A.3.5, we see that it uses the next-highest-ranked 
configuration, i.e. Configuration 5 with a capacity of 127 operations/hour. 
Configuration 5 involves the use of the pairs of runways 8 and 35. 
area in Figure A.3.5 represents the time already covered by Configuration 1 
(this area is, of course, identical to the cross-hatched area in Figure A.3.4) 
aile the new cross-hatched area shows the marginal availability of 
Configuration 5. In other words, the cross-hatched area in Figure A.3.5 shows 
the percentage of time when Configuration 5 is the available configuration 
with the highest capacity. 
should now be self-explanatory. 
The shaded 
The remaining Figures (A.3.6 through A.3.14) 
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At the completion of this procedure, i.e. after one goes through the 
entire list of the 11 configurations, the capacity coverage chart for DEN can 
be plotted. 
shows the CCC for both IFR and VFR weather conditions at DEN. 
Figure 3.6 shows the CCC for IFR periods only, while Figure 3.7  
3 . 3 . 2  Observations on Current Denver Capacity Coverage 
It should be noted that DEN can operate for up to 88% of the year with 
configuration 1 which has a capacity of 150 operations per hour (see Figure 
3 . 7 )  and for another 6% of the time with configurations whose capacities 
exceed 125 operations per hour. Thus for about 94% of the year the VFR 
capacity of DEN is already very high and is adequate for its current demand 
levels. 
On the other hand for about 5% of the time, corresponding to IFR-1 and 
IE'R-2 conditions, DEN'S capacity is reduced to only about 60 operations per 
hour or barely 40% of its peak capacity. 
major delays at DEN occur during that 5% of the the. 
It is safe to guess that most of the 
It turns out that the single ccmunon characteristic of the IE'R 
configurations at DEN is that the airport operates with a single arrival 
stream under such conditions. 
most beneficial improvement to the airport at this time would be one that 
provides a simultaneous IE'R approach capability at DEN. 
be achieved either through the construction of a new runway (preferably in the 
east-west direction as suggested by Figure 3 . 6 ,  which indicates the extensive 
use of Configurations 8 and 11 in IFR conditions, both of which require east- 
west landings) or through the developent of advanced air navigation 
capabilities and procedures which allow close parallel approaches in IFR 
conditions. 
ATA Airline Industry Survey of Airports has arrived at the same conclusion.) 
Thus there seems little doubt that the single 
This, of course, can 
(It has recently corne to our attention that the just-completed 
Finally, a conanent must be made about the information on Figure 3 . 8 ,  
which shows the actual percentage-use of runway configurations as listed in 
the Delay Task Force Study in 1980. Actual percentage use can differ (and in 
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Denver's case does differ) from potential use due to a nuher of reasons, most 
often "noise-management"/ "noise-distribution" programs. The CCC shows 
potential use, under the assunption that the airport will employ the highest- 
capacity configuration available to it at any given time. 
It should, however, also be noted that, at the time of the Delay Task 
Force Study, Denver was operating with a "15-knot crosswind, 7-knot tailwind" 
rule. The change to a "20-knot crosswind, 10-knot tailwind" rule in 1982 has 
led to an increase in the actual use of Configuration 1 since then as 
examination of the 1984 log shows. 
found that, up to 1980, configuration 1 was being used about 52% of the time 
it is clear that, following adoption of the "20-10" rule, Configuration 1 has 
been used more often since 1982, although it is difficult from the way the 
information is tabulated in the 1984 data to quantify this more precisely. 
The CCC analysis shows that it can be used on average for 88% of the year. 
Note that significant improvements in capacity can be achieved by improving 
crosswind and downwind landing performance at some airports. 
In other words, while the Delay Task Force 
3 . 4  Fgp lication: Boston 
A capacity analysis similar to that for Denver was carried out at 
Boston's Logan International Airport. No FAA Delay Task Force study of this 
airport has been carried out but a 1978 study by the FAA's Office of Systems 
Ehgineering and Management was available to the project team. In addition to 
the FAA/OSEM study, access was available to weather and wind data on computer 
tapes, extensive tower-logs. and PMS (Performance Measurement System) data, as 
well as personal access to FAA ATC personnel at Logan. 
We now outline our five-step approach as it applies to B0;S. The 
discussion will follow a line analogous to that for DEN. An airport diagram 
is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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3.4.1 Description of Steps in Corrp uting Capacity Coverage Chart for Boston 
Step 1: Weather categories, their definitions and their percentage 
occurrences are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
weather categories (Figure 3.10) are sanewhat different from those for DEI?. 
Logan airport is closed in IFR-4 conditions, and this case is not considered 
further. 
categories does not change greatly from season to season (Figure 3.11). 
roses for each weather category (VFR-1, VFR-2/1FR-1, IF=, IFR-3) are shown in 
Figures A.3.15 through A.3.18. The reason that VFR-2 and IFR-1 are merged 
into a single category is because they are treated as one at Bo5 for purposes 
of runway configuration selection, ATC procedures, and separation 
requirements. 
Note that the definitions of 
It is also noteworthy that the occurrence of the various weather 
Wind 
Steps 2 and 3: The principal runway configurations in use at under 
normal operating conditions are shown in Figures 3.12. 
explanatory key is given in Figure 3.13. 
been nunbered as 1 to 17 for convenience and that the weather category under 
which each configuration is used is also shown next to the configuration. 
17 configurations are the same as those identified in the FAA/OSEM study of 
197 8. 
An associated 
Note that the configurations have 
The 
Figure 3.12 also shows the aircraft-to-runways and operations-to-runways 
assignment patterns. 
3.14 and the aircraft mix assumed for each weather category is shown in Figure 
3.15. 
dependent. 
from FAAtower records at Boston Logan from 1980. 
which were also available were deemed to be less representative, due first to 
the effects of the ATC controllers' strike (and the attendant quotas inposed 
on Logan) , and second to the inposition of a $50 minirrann daily landing fee in 
1981 at Logan (which decreased the rimer of general aviation operations). 
The aircraft categories in use are defined in Figure 
It is important to note that the mix is assumed to be weather- 
The mix shown in Figure 3.15 is based on analysis of PMS data 
Data from 1981 and 1982 
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Step 4: MIT's RUNCAP model (actually a more-recent version of it called 
SUPCAP) was used to con-pute airport capacities under each of the 17 
configurations (and associated mixes, aircraft-to-runway and operations-to- 
runway assignments). The results of the capacity computations are shown in 
Figure 3.16. Note that the capacity has been estimated for the cases in which 
arrivals represents 40%, 50% and 60% of hourly operations, and that at times 
capacity varies significantly with that percentage. We have used a 50% mix for 
arrivals/departures in our analysis. 
Step 5: On the basis of the capacity rankings obtained in Step 4 and 
using the appropriate wind roses (Figures A.3.15-A.3.18), the capacity 
coverage charts for Bos were finally plotted. 
3.17-3.20 for each of the possible weather categories. 
These are shown in Figures 
3.4.2 Observations on Current Capacity Coverage at Boston 
Boston %an airport has VFR-1 coverage only 79% of the year, and can 
achieve operation rates above 100 operations per hour by operating two 
approach streams in Configurations 1, 9 ,  and 6 for about 65% of the year. A 
typical peak-hour demand is around 80 operations per hour, and is easily 
handled by these configurations. 
33L, the capacity drops to less than peak-hour demand in WR-1. 
When crosswinds dictate landings on Runway 
For the remaining 35% of the year under VFR-2/IE'R-l. IFR-2, and IFR-3 
weather conditions. operational capacity is well below peak-hour demands 
[except for Configuration 10 in WR-2 (IFR-111. 
The need to operate a second approach system in marginal weather 
conditions is similar to the situation at Denver. 
build a second runway, or to operate close parallel runways, perhaps extending 
15L/33R to provide close parallel runways in that direction for VMC and IMC 
weather. 
The alternatives are to 
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The TIER operational capacities at Boston Logan are around 110 operations 
per hour, substantially lower than Denver (150 operations per hour), where 
there are always parallel takeoff runways operating independently of the 
landing runways. The IFR capacities are similar, at around 60 operations per 
hour, but Boston Logan operates under these conditions for 35% of the year 
compared to 5% at Denver Stapleton. It is clear that there is more potential 
for runway capacity inprovernent through advanced-technology operations at 
Boston Logan, since Denver operates at a very high VF'R capacity for most of 
the year. 
3.5 Advanced Technology A!E Operations for Denver and Boston 
In this section, we shall discuss in detail three particular ATC 
operations which would use advanced technology to increase the landing 
capacities at Denver and Boston. The potential benefit of these operations 
(if they can be successfully implemented) is evaluated in the next section. 
These discussions are speculative in nature, and require significant research 
effort to establish safe separation standards as a function of the achievable 
performance of advanced technologies in flight control, surveillance, and 
cmunication. 
required research efforts. 
In this section we begin to identify and describe the 
There are three generic approach and landing operations identified and 
applied at Denver and Boston: 
1. Split Approach Paths to a Single Runway 
2 .  Split Approach Paths, Paired Landings on Close Parallel Runways. 
3. Altitude Separation at Merge to Single Approach. 
These will be discussed in order to outline the operational problems, to 
identify research needs, and to suggest initial goals for operational 
performance and separation standards. 
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3.5.1 split Anqled Approach Paths to a Sinqle Runway 
As briefly suggested in Part 1, there are substantial operational 
benefits to providing a pair of approach paths angled at 215' to the 
centerline of a single runway. 
minim1 separation between successive approach aircraft in the mrge area 
during the critical spacing function is avoided. 
capacity due to applying wake vortex longitudinal separations beyond the outer 
marker during merge operations is eliminated by using lateral separations. It 
is then possible to create a dual approach path, or "split" approach procedure 
which is only required to meet longitudinal time separations applied at 
touchdown on the runway. These separations can be expressed much more 
efficiently as a time (measured in seconds between landings) rather than as a 
distance (measured in n. miles) by the provision of advanced camputer-display 
technology to assist the approach controller in establishing split-approach 
operations. The landing capacity of a single runway is significantly inproved 
by avoiding the current distance-based separations of 3, 4, 5, and 6 n. miles. 
However, there are a small nwer of research issues which require further 
description to identify the role of advanced technologies in achieving split- 
approach operations. 
With such geometry, the problems of achieving 
The loss of approach 
3 .5 .1.1 The Final Turn to Runway Centerline 
It is proposed as a starting point that the approach path be angled 215' 
to the runway centerline, and that the final turn should occur around 400 feet 
elevation above the runway (or roughly 8000 feet and 30 seconds from 
touchdown). These parameters may change as a result of subsequent research, 
but should be chosen as constants for application of split-approach procedures 
at airports around the world. This would allow standardization of flight 
control system performance and pilot training. 
The establishment of low-altitude, small-turn operations to a short 
final-approach path creates a nLmS3er of issues to be resolved to the 
satisfaction of pilots and others responsible for aviation safety: 
i 
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1) Should the turn be performed autunatically by advanced flight 
control systems, or can they be performed manually by pilots given good 
display information? 
weather, day/night operations to allow pilot visual acquisition of the runway 
and approach lighting system, and pilot orientation for manual landing 
operations? Are special approach lighting systems needed? mat is the value 
of a "Heads-Up" flight display? 
2) What are the visibility requirements for such operations in poor 
3) 
4) 
Is there a limit for crosswinds during such operations? 
How are the angled paths defined by new approach guidance and 
flight navigation systems such as MIS, INS, Loran C? 
centerline at a landing window after the final turn should be established as a 
performance criteria for acceptance of manual/automatic systems? 
5 )  mat deviations in terms of laterallvertical distances from 
To evaluate the benefits of split operations at Boston and Denver, we 
have presumed that all approaches would be flown autmtically until after the 
turn is ccanpleted using a MU to define the approach paths. Under such 
conditions, we are expecting the deviations from the angled path to be in the 
order of tens of feet even with crosswinds and gusts. 
limits were chosen as 800 feet/2 n. miles with current crosswind limits. 
Pilots would then be in visual contact with the ground roughly 1 minute before 
touchdown and should just be able to see the approach lighting system. The 
automatic turn would be performed after visual contact, and the pilot would 
take over for manual landing after the turn has been completed. 
capability of automatic landing is well within today's technology and lower 
limits for manual takeover could be prescribed as a function of advanced 
capabilities similar to today's prescription for Cat I, 11, and I11 straight 
ILS approaches. 
Ceiling/visibility 
The 
3.5.1.2 The safety Criteria for Gradual Merge under IMC 
Due to wake-vortex considerations, the minimum spacing between landings 
(which ensures that the wake vortex has dissipated) is assumed to be 90 
seconds, based on data gathered in Reference 1. This has also been chosen 
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here t o  allow the insertion of one takeoff between landings. 
wake-vortex monitor is established for the touchdown area, or i f  smaller wake- 
vortex-dissipation times can be given as a function of meteorological 
conditions, then it may be possible t o  consider much higher split approach 
rates for a runway devoted only t o  landing operations. 
these smaller m i n i m u m  spacings would be placed on al ternate  r igh t / l e f t  
approaches which provides a lateral spacing which gradually diminishes t o  the 
turn point. 
If a successful 
Successive aircraft a t  
The longitudinal spacing between successive aircraft would be monitored 
along the approach path with an alert system which would declare a missed 
approach whenever spacing errors exceeded some value. 
dependent on the abi l i ty  of a i rc raf t  t o  execute a prompt missed approach 
procedure which consists of a c lhbing  tu rn  away from the runway centerline. 
Such capability requires good ground surveillance data on along-track and 
cross-track position and velocity which is not available in today's tenninal 
area radar systems. Improved ground surveillance i n  terms of scan rate and 
addressability of beacon returns, perhaps aided by downlinking data from an 
onboard f l ight  control system, would be required t o  achieve an alert cr i ter ion 
of the order of 30 seconds for the projected spacing interval a t  the turn. 
The air-ground data l i n k  might a lso be required t o  transmit the missed 
approach conmnd t o  the aircraft in a prompt fashion. 
This alert cr i ter ion is 
It is not clear whether the capability for an a u t m t i c  missed approach 
would be necessary t o  ensure an alert criteria around 30 seconds but might be 
considered desirable since it is l ikely t o  be available i n  any advanced f l igh t  
control system capable of automatically flying the angled approach, and since 
it would avoid the possibil i ty of a p i lo t  blunder in turning the wrong way 
during the busy cockpit act ivi ty  of the missed approach. Significant research 
effor ts  are required t o  provide data on the safety levels provided by an alert 
cr i ter ion around 30 seconds, on the creation of a more colnplex alert cr i ter ion 
which might be a function of longitudinal position on approach, and t o  provide 
evidence on the spacings achieved during execution of missed approach 
procedures under IMC . 
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Note that by selecting 800 feet a l t i tude  for visual conditions, the 
m i n i m 1  lateral separation between approach paths under IMC is 4140 feet, 
which is only 160 feet less than current separation standards for independent 
ILS operations. 
3 .5.1.3 Establishing Accurate Spacinq Intervals 
While spli t  approach operation provides lateral spacing between 
successive aircraft a t  the initiation of landing approaches, it also creates 
difficulty for the controller in providing good longitudinal spacings. There 
are research issues to be resolved in providing an advanced display system to 
assist the final spacing controller i n  establishing the desired longitudinal 
position of each aircraft. 
concerning the sequence of aircraft, and assignments t o  left/right approach 
paths. Aircraft must be "metered" t o  smooth peaks in arrival rate (which 
determines the landing capacity rate), and which thereby create a "busy 
period" where a string of landing operations a t  minimum spacings is created 
before a gap i n  landings occurs. 
As each aircraft "arrives", decisions must  be made 
The controllers can be provided w i t h  autmated decision support systems 
which assist them in establishing an efficient tine schedule for landing 
operations during a busy period. This would use a graphic display of 
"approach boxes" which would show the desired or scheduled position of each 
aircraft on its angled approach path as a function of its declared approach 
airspeed and knowledge of current wind effects on approach groundspeeds. 
4-D f l igh t  control systems are available, an approach groundspeed could be 
declared). The controller's spacing task is thus reduced to  vectoring a l l  
aircraft from their current positions t o  intercept their assigned boxes as 
they move along the extended approach path. 
autcnnatically with a computer generated set of 4-D conflict-free terminal area 
paths, or can be accomplished by controllers w i t h  interactive cues from the 
canputer decision support system. 
controllers could revise the computer schedule, changing landing times, 
landing sequence, and path assignment if  deviation from an optimal. earliest 
campletion time schedule is desired. The accuracy of landing intervals a t  the 
(If 
This task can be performed 
By graphically manipulating the boxes, 
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runway is determined by the accuracy of achieving interception with its 
assigned box and in maintaining longitudinal conformce with the box by 
c m d i n g  small speed changes. Aircraft with 4-D flight control systems 
could maintain longitudinal conformance automatically without controller 
intervention. if the desired position/times were transmitted to the aircraft 
via datalink. 
The creation of such an automated decision support system for assisting 
the controllers in operating an efficient landing operation has not been 
accomplished, although there have been several research efforts towards 
similar goals over the past twenty years. 
intelligence, operations research, and interactive computer displays provides 
an improved environment for achieving successful results from future research 
efforts. Split approach operations would require an operational system which 
establishes an efficient landing schedule for aircraft with various desired 
approach speeds, and which is able to operate at capacity rates by providing 
automated assistance in achieving accurate spacings. 
Current technology in artificial 
3.5.2 Split Approach Paths to Close Parallel Runways 
In VMC conditions, controllers effectively double the IMC landing rate 
of dependent, close parallel runways by conducting paired or simultaneous 
landings. 
as required by wake vortex separations. The wake vortices of a pair of 
simultaneous-landing aircraft cannot affect the other aircraft. Split 
approach operations with a landing schedule are capable of extending paired 
simultaneous landings, on close parallel runways to lower visibility/ceilings 
if altitude separation is used to merge slower aircraft onto each approach 
path. This operation will be described in the next subsection. Here we 
describe the operational issues associated with extending paired operations to 
close parallel runways. 
Each pair of landings is spaced longitudinally from the prior pair, 
With automated asistance in scheduling and spacing, aircraft would be 
conforming to their scheduled approach boxes as they approach the visual 
contact points at 800 feet altitude, 16,000 feet from touchdown with a nominal 
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lateral separation of the parallel runways plus 4140 feet (eg. i f  runways were 
spaced a t  1500 fee t ,  the nominal la teral  separation a t  visual breakout would 
be 5640 feet). 
contact with any other aircraft exactly opposite on a simultaneous breakout. 
The l imits  of 2 n. miles were selected for angled split approaches t o  allow 
runway orientation before the turn, and would allow visual contact w i t h  any 
slower approach speed aircraft on the opposite parallel runway which would be 
between the runway and the faster  a i rcraf t .  (They would be landing 
s k l t a n e o u s l y  at  the runways.) Tnus, the cockpit crew of the faster  aircraft 
would have roughly 30 seconds t o  establish visual contact and orientation with 
the runway, and visual contact w i t h  the other a i r c ra f t  before the aircraft 
performs the turn t o  f ina l  approach automatically. 
Visibil i ty of 1 n.  mile would be required t o  establish visual 
A t  night, or in  poor vis ibi l i ty  conditions, it would be desirable t o  
color-code the centerlines of the approach lighting systems for each parallel 
runway, and perhaps provide similarly-colored angled entry l ights .  
colored l ights  could be used t o  establish a "fence" or "no transgression zone" 
between the runways. Flight sirmlation research studies would be required t o  
establish the value of various geometries of these approach lighting systems. 
Other 
3.5.3 Altitude Separation a t  Merge t o  Sinqle *roach Path 
When the angled approach paths are used t o  operate landings on close 
parallel runways, the problem of maintaining separation during the merge phase 
re-occurs. There is a second method of providing approach spacings based 
solely on wake-vortex-dissipation times which can be effective, assuming the 
range of approach speeds is limited. 
It applies ver t ical  separation between successive aircraft during 
approach operations and requires automatic coupling t o  i n i t i a l  approach 
altitudes and glide slopes. Slower a i r c ra f t  are assigned t o  an i n i t i a l  
approach al t i tude 500 feet higher than faster aircraft and initiate their  
glide path roughly 10,000 feet further away from the runway. Since these 
operations are a t  low al t i tude,  this proposes that safe IFR altitude 
separation between a i rc raf t  with altitude autocoupling and confirmed altimeter 
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set t ings during merge spacing operations can be established as 500 feet. 
separation is currently used between WR and IFR aircraft a t  these low 
al t i tudes.  
This 
Since the higher a i rc raf t  is slower, the 10,000 feet of longitudinal 
separation w i l l  increase t o  greater distance and time separations a t  the 
runway, which w i l l  reduce landing capacity unless the speed ranges for traffic 
on approach are limited. The critical time separation now occurs a t  the glide 
slope init iation point of the faster  aircraft where it w i l l  be lower than that 
achieved a t  the runway. 
naminal vertical path so that ver t ical  as well as longitudinal separation from 
the vortex can be achieved if both aircraft conform closely t o  the nominal 
path. This would allow reduced longitudinal separations a t  the glide-slope 
in i t ia t ion  path. If the next aircraft after the "slow" aircraft is faster, it 
w i l l  achieve minim1 time separation a t  the runway and w i l l  not require 
ver t ical  separation during merge. 
in  landing capacity may be incurred as the wake vortex time separation may 
have t o  be applied a t  the merge point, unless another 500-foot-higher approach 
can be executed. 
segregated onto one of the s p l i t  approach paths. 
speeds can be limited t o  510 knots by this means, the additional time 
separation a t  merge (or increase in landing intervals) is of the order of 10 
seconds for  normal approach speeds and outer marker distances. 
A t  this point, the wake vortex w i l l  be below the 
If  the next aircraft is also slower, a loss  
To minimize these losses, the faster a i rc raf t  should be 
I f  the range of approach 
A key issue in maintaining ver t ical  separation from the wake vortex is 
the conformance of the faster  aircraft t o  the nominal ver t ical  path a t  its 
glide path init iation. 
glide path as it passes the point where the faster aircraft began its glide 
path. 
t o  i n i t i a t e  the descent without over-shooting the glide path. Good 
i n f o m t i o n  on distance t o  the runway and groundspeed are required t o  ensure a 
m o t h  interception of the glide path from below for a l l  a i rc raf t .  
conformance of the automatic f l igh t  control systems a t  the glide path 
in i t ia t ion  point. it becomes possible t o  consider reduction i n  wake vortex 
time spacings over that required a t  the runway where no ver t ical  separation 
can be assured. 
The slower aircraft w i l l  be already established on the 
The autortratic system for coupling t o  the glide path should be designed 
W i t h  g o d  
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3.6 Evaluation of Capacity Benefits from Advanced Technoloqy Ope rations at 
Denver and Boston 
In this section, we will introduce some of the advanced-technology 
operations discussed in the previous sections to current runway configurations 
at Denver and Boston, in order to evaluate their potential inpact on the CCC 
and overall airport capacity. 
technology A!CC operation for each configuration and indicate its new capacity. 
To simplify the presentation, we are restricting the mix of operations to 50% 
arrivals/50% departures. 
available. 
We shall briefly describe the advanced- 
In many cases, there is excess departure capacity 
3.6.1 Advanced-Technoloqy Ope rations at Denver 
The Denver configurations are always some conbination of close 
parallel runways for either (or both) arrival and departure operations. 
assume 90- and 120-second spacings for landings behind Heavy and non-Heavy 
aircraft, and add a 5-second buffer for spacing and speed uncertainty, then 
the 8% mix of Heavy aircraft currently at Denver results in a landing capacity 
of 74 landings per hour for the application of Split Approach, Paired Landings 
to any of these configurations. 
departure mix, the operational capacity is estimated at 148 per hour. 
If we 
Since we are restricting ourselves to a 50% 
This value is actually slightly less than the 150 operations per hour 
estimated by the 1980 Task Force Delay Study for Configuration 1, which is 
available 889b of the year. Thus, there cannot be any substantial irrprovement 
expected for Denver, unless the spacings of 90 and 120 seconds chosen here for 
wake-vortex safety are reduced. However, this capacity of 148 operations per 
hour also applies to all other VFR configurations at Denver, which were 
estimated at capacities of 127 and less for the remaining 6.5% of VEX during 
the year. 
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This capacity also applies to IFR-1 operations at Denver for all 
available configurations, which provides an additional 1.4% coverage. 
2 (less than 800-foot ceiling and 2 n. miles), operations are limited to a 
single runway. If split approach operations using 90- and 120-second 
intervals are used, the landing capacity is 37 landings per hour, for an 
operational capacity of 74 per hour. With split-approach, timed-landing 
operations, this can be accomplished using one runway, although there is 
always a pair of additional takeoff runways available, so that the 50% 
departure restriction may be causing an understatement of the inprovement over 
the 60 operations per hour estimated by the Task Force Delay Study. 
In IFR- 
The irrprovement in the Denver CCC is shown in Figure 3.21 by the shaded 
areas. The current overall yearly average capacity at Denver as estimated by 
the Task Force is 143.8 operations per hour. With the application of 
advanced-technology split-approach operations, this value is increased to 
150.1 operations per hour -- a small increase of only 4.7% since there are 
currently high-capacity VFR operations available at Denver for almost 90% of 
the year. (It is not clear that the Task Force capacities were restricted to 
a 50% departure mix so that there may be a larger increase in landing capacity 
than 4.7%). In VF'R conditions, the overall average capacity at Denver is 148 
operations/hour for both current and advanced-technology operations. The 
improvement comes in IFR operations where the current annual average is 60.8 
operations per hour. which increases to 74 operations per hour with advanced 
Operations. 
As stated earlier, the single most-beneficial inprovement to Denver 
would be one that provides two simultaneous IFR-2 approaches. This would 
require another runway to be constructed, unless automatic evasive missed- 
approach procedures can be implemented for simultaneous landings in the 17 and 
26 directions. as reccmnended by the 1980 Task Force. 
This evaluation of advanced-technology operations in the form of split- 
approach operations at Denver would indicate that there is very little benefit 
overall, and very little potential for any improvement over current VFR 
operations which apply for 95% of the year. 
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3.6.2 AdvancedJTechnology Ope rations at Boston 
With the same assmptions of 90- and 120-second wake-vortex separations. 
and the 10% mix of Heavy aircraft at Logan, the highest VFR capacity change is 
to Configuration 9 ,  which has two unrestricted landing runways. Its capacity 
with application of split approaches to Runways 22L and 27 is 146.8 operations 
per hour, while Configuration 1, which has close parallel landings on 04R/04L, 
and has noise restrictions on the use of 04L to mall aircraft, then obtains 
an effective capacity of only 132.8 operations per hour. Notice that these 
restrictions segregate the slawer/faster approach speeds onto 04R/04L, and 
ease the problem of using vertical separation at merge on each split 
approach. Configuration 1 would be using paired operations to achieve more- 
or-less simultaneous W touchdowns on runways spaced roughly 1600 feet apart. 
Configuration 6 has a similar split paired-approach operation with a 
restriction on the use of Runway 22R for non-jet aircraft. 
capacity of 126 operations per hour. The final VFR-1 configuration shown in 
the CCC of Figure 3.22 is Configuration 11, with landings on 33L and landings 
of small aircraft on the short, close parallel runway 33R. As can be seen, 
there is substantial improvement in VFR-1 operations capacity at Boston Logan. 
The current average VFR-1 capacity is 100.7 operations per hour, whereas it is 
increased by 28% to 129.3 operations per hour with the split-approach 
operations. 
It achieves a 
Figure 3.23 shows the marked inprovement in VFR-2/IE'R-l conditions at 
Boston Logan when split-approach operations are introduced. Under 
Configuration 10, there are simultaneous approaches to convergent 50' Runways 
22R and 27 which requires evasive turns to be included in the missed-approach 
paths. The current average annual capacity under these weather conditions at 
Boston is 71.7 operations per hour. It is increased by 64% to 117.9 
operations per hour with split-approach operations. 
the year and changes the capacity from being inadequate to meet peak-hour 
demands currently, to a situation where there is an q l e  margin over demand. 
This applies for 12.1% of 
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The remaining improvements at Boston with advanced-technology operations 
are shown in Figure 3.24 and 3.25. 
feet/0.5 n. mile), which occurs 7.8% of the year, here is an improvement of 
30% frm an overall capacity of 54.4 to 70.8 operations per hour for 
configurations which operate a single approach. For IFR-3 (below 200 feet and 
0.5 n. mile) which occurs only 0.8% of the year, the increase is 23% from 56.6 
to 69.8 operations per hour. 
For IFR-2 (800 feet11 n. mile to 200 
The overall annual improvement from split-approach operations at Boston 
Lagan is a substantial 37% increase in capacity from 92.9 to 128.1 operations 
per hour. This is in contrast to the small 4.7% increase achieved at Denver, 
from much-higher values of 143.8 currently to 150.1 operations per hour with 
advanced technology. 
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FIGURE A . 3 . 4  
- ALL WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
VFR CONFIGURATION 1 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 150 OPS/HOUR 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 88.3% \ P e r i o d  of Record 
1965 - 1974 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 88.3% Annual 
FIGURE A.3.5 
ALL WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
VFR CONFIGURATION 5 - DENVER STAPLETON 
CAPACITY = 127 OPS/HOUR 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 2.62% \ 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 90.92% 
(over configuration 1) 
Period of Record 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
FIGURE A.3.6 
ALL WEATHER WIND RCSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSTS 
CAPACITY = 125 OPS/HOUR 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 3.62% \ 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 94.54% 
- 
Per iod  of Record 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
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FIGURE A.3.7 
ALL WEATHER WIND RCSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
VFR CONFIGURATION 7 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 113 OPS/HOUR 
\ 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.1% 
c 
Per iod  of Record 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 94.64% 
FIGURE A . 3 . 8  
ALL WEATHER W I N D  ROSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
VFR CONFIGURATION 4 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 100 OPS/HOUR , 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.22% \ Period of Record 
1965 - 1974  
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 94.9% Annual 
FIGURE A . 3 . 9  
ALL WEATHER W I N D  R@SE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
VFR CONFIGURATION 2 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 98 OPS/HOUR 
\ 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.22% \ 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 95.08% 
- 
P e r i o d  of Record 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
-L mG€ Lf; 
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;" .FIGURE A.3.10 
ALL WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY A N A L Y S I S  
VFR CONFIGURATION 6 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 95 OPS/HOUR 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.18% \ Period of Record 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 95.26% 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
ANN 
CUM 
FIGURE A. 3 - 1 1  
IFR WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
IFR CONFIGURATION 8 -DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 61 OPS/HOUR 
1 7  \ 
UAL MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 4.0% 
.ULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 4.0% 
\ Period of Record 1965 - 1974 
Annual 
IFR: Ceiling( 1000 ft and/or Visibility t 3  mi b u t 2 2 0 0  ft andLl/2 
I 
mi 
 
\ MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.409, 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 4.4% 
Period of Record 
1965 - 1974 
Annual 
IFR: Ceiling( 1000 f t  a n d / o r  Visibility t 3  mi but2200 f t  a n d 2 1 / 2  mi 
FIGURE A . 3 . 1 3  
IFR WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
IFR CONFIGURATION 1 0  - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 60 OPS/HOUR 
MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.15% \ 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 4.55% 
Per iod  of Record 
1 9 6 5  - 1974 
Annual 
IFR: C e i l i n g (  1000 f t  and/or  V i s i b i l i t y  t 3  m i  b u t 2 2 0 0  f t  a n d 2  1 / 2  
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FIGURE A ,  3.14 
I F R  WEATHER WIND ROSE FOR CAPACITY A N A L Y S I S  
IFR CONFIGURATION 9 - DENVER STAPLETON - 
CAPACITY = 59 OPS/HOUR 
\ MARGINAL AVAILABILITY = 0.10% 
CUMULATIVE AVAILABILITY = 4.65% 
P e r i o d  of R e c o r d  
1965 - 1974 
Ar.mla I 
I F R :  Ceiling( 1000 f t  and/or  Visibility 4 3  mi b u t 2 2 0 0  ft a n d k 1 / 2  mi 
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A 3.15 
BOSTON-LOGAN WIND ROSE 
1972-1978 OBSERVATIONS 
0600-2300 LOCAL TIME 
Weather Category: VFR-1 
Figure A 3.16 
BOSTON-LOGAN WIND ROSE 
1972-1  978 OBSERVATIONS 
0600-2300 LOCAL TIME 
Weather Category: IFR-l/VFR-2 
OdpKwyAL FAG€ D 
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Figure A 3.17 
BOSTON-LOGAN WIND ROSE 
1972-1 97 8 OBSERVATIONS 
0600-2300 LOCAL TIME 
Weather Category: IFR-2 
Figure A 3.18 
BOSTON-LOGAN WIND ROSE 
1972-1978 OBSERVATIONS 
0600-2300 LOCAL TIME 
Weather Category: IFR-3 
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FIGURE 1.2 EFFECT O F  INSERTING TAKEOFFS INTO IMC 
RUNWAY OPERATIONS 
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FIGURE 1.4 ALTERNATE APPROACH PATH GEOMETRIES FOR 
CLOSE P A R A L L E L  RUNWAYS 
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F I G U R E  2.2 S E P A R A T I O N  C R I T E R I A  FOR MONITORED 
T R A F F I C  
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FIGURE 2.3 S E P A R A T I O N  C R I T E R I A  FOR P A R A L L E L  
T R A F F I C  MONITORED 
-HAF -tHAo- 
FIGURE 2.4 VIOLATION O F  RADAR SEPARATION 
C R I T E R I A  WITH NO SAFETY R I S K  
O F A I R C R A F T  B 
F L I G H T  PATH 
AIRCRAFT B 
+1000FT 
- IOOOFT 
VIOLATION OF 
RADAR SEPARATION 
CR ITE R I A 
FLIGHT PATH 
OF AIRCRAFT A 
FIGURE 3.1. EXAMPLE OF THE CAPACITY COVERAGE CHART 
MARGINAL 
AVA I L A B I LI TY C A PAC 1 T Y AVA I L A 8 I LI T Y  
CONFIGURATION A 95 52 *A 52x 
CONFIGURATION 8 86 39 % 21 9: 
CONflGURATlON C 80 43 v. 0 */e 
CONFIGURATION 0 74 30% 24 O h  
73% 97 Y. 
PERCENT OF VFR-I WEATHER 
FIGURE 3.2 LAYOUT PLAN 
DENVERISTAPLETON INT AIRPORT 
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Figure 3.11 - Weather Category Occurrence by Season and 
Annually at Logan International Airport' 
(in Percent) 
Season Weather 
Category Spring Summer Fall Winter Annual 
VFR- 1 79.19 78.78 50.03 77.94 78.99 
VFR-2/IFR-1 10.26 13.86 
IFR- 2 9.17 6.72 
IFR- 3 
IFR- 4 
0.72 
0.37 
0.72 
0.22 
11.73 12.42 
7.42 7.95 
1.71 0.18 
0.24 0.42 
12.07 
7.82 
0.81 
0.31 
FIGURE 3.12. FAA/OSEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR BOSTON LOGAN 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
VFR - I 
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IFR-3 
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A ,  01, 8 2  
VFf?-2/ I FR- 
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VFR-2 1 IFR- I 
F I G U R E  3 . 1 2  (continued) FAA/OSEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR BOSTON LOGAN 
INTERNATIONAL A I  RPORT 
C // 
IFR- 2 
( +  A a n d B )  
V FR- I 
r--\ 
W 
14; 
I F R - 2  
VFR-2 - IFR- I  
VFR-2 /  IFR- I  
A ,  E1 
V F R - I  
IFR-2 
FIGURE 3.12 ( con t inued)  FAA/OSEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR BOSTON LOGAN 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
FIGURE 3.13 Key t o  Symbols 
\ - Departures  
\ - A r r i v a l s  
\ - A r r i v a l s  t h a t  b reak  away from 
t h e  n a i n  ILS stream a t  ano the r  
runway t o  use  t h i s  runway. 
- Hold-short a r r i v a l s  * 
*- - I n t e r s e c t i o n  d e p a r t u r e s  
A, B 1 ,  B2, B3, C - A i r c r a f t  classes (see F igure  3.14) 
C1, C 2 ,  D 1 ,  D 
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F i g u r e  3 .14 .  Assumed A i r c r a f t  Categories 
D e s c r i p t i o n  
C l a s s  o f  A i rc ra f t  
T y p i c a l  T y p i c a l  
Maximum Maximum 
Approach  T a k e o f f  L a n d i n g  
Speed  D i s t a n c e  D i s t a n c e  
( k n o t s  ) ( feet)  ( feet)  
A S i n g l e - e n g i n e  p i s t o n  65-95 2 , 4 0 0  2 ,500  
B 1  Twin-engine  p i s t o n  95-105 2 , 9 0 0  3 , 4 0 0  
B2 Twin-engine  t u r b o p r o p  105-125 3 , 3 0 0  3 , 9 0 0  
B3 Twin-engine  turbojet 115-150 5 , 3 0 0  3 , 2 0 0  
C Narrow-body t r a n s p o r t  125-135 -- -- 
D Wide-body t r a n s p o r t  135-145 -- -- 
-163-  
FIGURE 3.15 
F I X E D  WING FLEET M I X  BY WEATHER CATEGORY 
( i n  P e r c e n t )  
AT LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 1 9 8 0  
Weather 
C a t e g o r y  
VF R- 1 
V F R - 2 / I F R - l  
I F R - 2  
I F R - 3  
A i r c r a f t  C l a s s  
6 22 15  3 44 
3 2 1  1 6  3 46 
0 1 5  1 7  4 5 2  
0 2 4 4 7 0  
A s s u m p t i o n s  
VFR-2/IFR-1:  50% of A a n d  1 0 %  of B 1  e l i m i n a t e d  
D - 
1 0  
11 
1 2  
20 
I F R - 2 :  
I F R - 3  : 
NOTE : 
( r e l a t i v e  t o  VFR-1) 
1 0 0 %  of A, 35% of B 1 ,  1 0 %  of B 2  
e l i m i n a t e d  ( r e l a t i v e  t o  VFR-1) 
1 0 0 %  of A, 9 5 %  of B1, 85% of B 2 ,  2 0 %  of B 3 ,  
1 0 0 %  of C e l i m i n a t e d  ( r e l a t i v e  t o  VFR) 
T h e  f i xed  w i n g  f l ee t  i n c l u d e s  a l l  a i rc raf t  
except hel icopters .  
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F I G U R E  3 .17 .  COVERAGE CHART: VFR-1 ( 7 9 % )  AT BOSTON LOGAN 
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F I G U R E  3.18.  COVERAGE CHART: V F R - 2 / I F R - 1  ( 1 2 . 2 % )  AT 
BOSTON LOGAN 
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F I G U R E  3 .19 .  COVERAGE CHART: I F R - 2  ( 7 . 8 % )  AT BOSTON LOGAN 
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F I G U R E  3 . 2 2 .  COVERAGE CHART WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY : 
V F R - 1  ( 7 9 % )  AT BOSTON LOGAN 
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F I G U R E  3 . 2 3 .  COVERAGE CHART WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY: 
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